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NEIL WESTBROOK 
The Institution of Marriage and the Role of the Local Church: A Study at Neel Road 
Baptist Church in Salisbury, North Carolina 
(Under the direction of DAVID GUSHEE) 

It is widely recognized that marriage as an institution is in trouble in America. 

Research shows both that marriages - defined for the purposes of this study as a legal 

and/or religiously binding lifelong, intentional, monogamous, relationship between one 

man and one woman - are failing and the institution of marriage as a social institution is 

declining in North America. Similar research suggests that trends towards nonmarriage, 

cohabitation, and divorce are practically the same among Christians and non-Christians. 

The role of the local church in this situation is not understood. This project 

explores what role the local church has played in relation to the trends and specific 

problems associated with the decline of marriage today. 

This project surveys the congregation of Neel Road Baptist Church in Salisbury, 

North Carolina to determine the effectiveness of the church's ministries associated with 

marriage. Also, a sample of members are interviewed to help provide insights into how 

the church can improve the ministries related to marriage and address trends and negative 

influences impacting marriage today. The study provides numerous insights into the 

shortcomings of the ministries at Neel Road Baptist Church and other local churches 

vii 



previously attended by participants of the study. It also suggests concrete ministry 

applications to be implemented by the leadership of Neel Road Baptist Church to combat 

the trends of cohabitation and nonmarriage in America today. 

The results of the study indicate that Neel Road Baptist Church, and most likely 

other local churches, have an opportunity today to make a positive impact on people who 

may consider marriage, married couples, and the institution of marriage in our 

communities. Several key findings of the study include: 1) That Neel Road Baptist 

Church and other churches previously attended by survey participants have not offered 

effective ministries related to marriage. 2) That while participants viewed their overall 

experience with church as helpful or beneficial for marriage, they did not receive 

preparation or support in key areas of marriage most closely associated with divorce 

today. 3) That couples who receive premarital counseling are more likely to stay in their 

first marriages and less likely to divorce. 



INTRODUCTION 

Introduction to the Project 

It is widely recognized that marriage as an institution is in trouble. Divorce rates 

are high, cohabitation rates are high, out-of-wedlock birthrates have increased, and many 

people today are choosing not to marry. Many researchers have focused on specific 

problems associated with the decline of marriage such as divorce and cohabitation. 

However, very little work has been done to understand what role the local church has 

played in the decline of marriage. The purpose of this project is to explore what role the 

local church has played in relation to the trends and specific problems associated with the 

decline of marriage. 

One problem associated with the decline of marriage is that many couples are 

very poorly prepared for marriage. Stanley Hauerwas is noted for saying in his lectures, 

"Three years into a marriage you will discover that you have married the wrong person. 

And it's at that point that you will begin to learn what it truly means to love."1 

Hauerwas' proclamation offers a significant insight into the problem of marriage today, 

particularly among Christians. The problem, at least in part, is that local churches seem 

to have lost their way when it comes to preparing people for marriage. In an equally 

1 Recorded during a class lecture in 2001. Also available for reference online at: 
http://scottlenger.com/christianity/marriage-advice/ (accessed 8 March 2010). 

1 

http://scottlenger.com/christianity/marriage-advice/
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insightful way Cleveland McDonald asserts, "Many a couple cuts the wedding cake and 

have not given as much thought to what is required to create a lovely marriage 

relationship as the baker has given to producing the cake." These comments offer great 

insight into much of the problem with marriage today. Many couples are simply ill-

prepared for marriage. 

Another problem facing marriage for Christians is that marriage as an institution 

has been in decline in the overall population for some time. For decades now leading 

Church authorities have commented on the decline of marriage and the need for reform in 

this area of ministry. In 1943, C. S. Lewis wrote the following in his chapter on marriage 

in Mere Christianity: 

My own view is that the Churches should frankly recognize that the majority of 
the British people are not Christians and, therefore, cannot be expected to live 
Christian lives. There ought to be two distinct kinds of marriage: one governed 
by the State with rules enforced by all citizens, the other governed by the Church 
with rules enforced by her on her own members. 

Lewis' words now seem prophetic. Statistics now show that Britain and other 

European countries preceded America in the decline of marriage by just a few decades. 

So what about here in America today? Writing more recently, two authors - one of 

whom is a prominent denominational leader and the other an associate pastor at a large 

Baptist church in Atlanta - Georgia, comment on the decline of marriage and the role of 

the local church: 

Cleveland McDonald, Creating a Successful Christian Marriage (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Book House, 1975), 39. 

3 C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity (New York: Macmillan Publishing 
Company, 1980), 102. 
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Most clergy say they used to put their full attention into premarital counseling. In 
spite of a relative lack of good materials, ministers developed their own ways of 
trying to help "nearlyweds" get ready for their combined lives. They attempted 
multi-session counseling agreements, acquainting couples with the issues and 
skills they might need. However, as divorce rates soared with no statistical 
difference between church weddings and those performed elsewhere, the 
mentality was that couples would do what they wanted to do, regardless of 
preplanning. There was also an increasingly secular view of the church; couples 
seemed to be renting the church as consumers of religious goods and services. 
Because time and energy are precious commodities, ministers began investing 
less in preparation and used their resources in other programmatic areas of church 
life.4 

Still another major issue facing the institution of marriage today is the 

privatization of marriage. The privatization of marriage refers to the practice of couples 

marrying independently or without counsel from family members, religious leaders, or 

others. The privatization of marriage places the wants, goals, or needs of an individual 

above those of a community, family, or church. J. Vernon McGee comments on the 

dangers of this trend as it relates to the church. 

There is today an unwarranted assumption that marriage is a matter about which 
God adopts a hands-off policy, that the choosing of a husband or wife is not any 
business of the church because the Bible is outmoded on the subject of modern 
marriage. It is also assumed that a preacher should not invade this area but should 
leave it to the novelist, to the stage, and to the screen.5 

The privatization of marriage in society has created a great hurdle for ministers and 

churches who want to provide instructive guidance and nurturing counsel for couples 

seeking marriage. 

4 Bo Prosser and Charles Quails, Marriage Ministry: A Guidebook (Macon, 
Georgia: Smyth & Helwys Publishing, 2004), 1-2. 

5 J. Vernon McGee, Marriage and Divorce (Nashville, Tennessee: Thomas 
Nelson Publishers, 1998), 1. 



Along with the fact that marriages are failing and the institution of marriage as a 

social institution is failing, trends towards nonmarriage and cohabitation in 

contemporary, Western society are increasing. A study published in 2002 by the National 

Institute of Child Health and Human Development found that 

more than half (54 percent) of all first marriages between 1990 and 1994 began 
with unmarried cohabitation. They estimate that a majority of young men and 
women of marriageable age today will spend some time in a cohabiting 
relationship. 

Current surveys and polls suggest that about 50% of all currently married couples 

will divorce. Considering that more and more people are not getting married, that the 

total number of out-of-wedlock births is steadily rising and that more adults of all ages 

are cohabitating, it is clear that marriage as an institution is failing in society. The 

reasons for these trends and the decline of marriage are many and complex. Leaders 

from multiple disciplines - religion, politics and sociology - have joined the discussion 

about why the institution of marriage is failing, what or who is to blame, as well as what 

can or should be done to stop the breakdown of marriage in North America. 

What about the role of local churches? Have local congregations or their 

ministers turned their backs on the institution of marriage? How effective have ministers 

and local churches been in this area of ministry? How important is marriage to local 

churches? How important are local churches to marriages? How important are local 

churches to the institution of marriage? Have local churches contributed to the decline of 

marriage in North America? In an era of mega-churches, rampant church planting, and 

6 Paola Scommegna, "Increased Cohabitation Changing Children's Family 
Settings," online: http://www.nichd.nih.gov/publications/pubs/upload/ti_13.pdf 
(accessed 22 Aug 2009). 

http://www.nichd.nih.gov/publications/pubs/upload/ti_13.pdf
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the widespread decline of many "traditional" churches, where does marriage stand? The 

purpose of this research project is to examine these and similar questions by studying the 

role of the local church as it relates to the institution of marriage. 

Much of the scholarly research on this critically important topic has not included 

what the church is or should be doing. In recent years some churches have implemented 

pre-marital counseling programs to try to address some of the shortcomings of marriage 

among congregants. Others have offered marriage enrichment retreats as a way to offer 

support to married couples and strengthen marriages. Any approach, however, should 

have a clear understanding of the problems and challenges associated with marriage and 

the role of the local church before it can begin to propose remedial or enrichment 

strategies that address the issues and problems of marriage today. 

Purpose and Goals 

The purpose of this project is to advance the study of marriage by offering a better 

understanding of what role or roles the local church has played in the decline of marriage. 

Specifically the study will serve to gauge the effectiveness of the ministries relating to 

marriage and identify opportunities to improve the overall marriage ministry for Neel 

Road Baptist Church. There are two primary goals for this study: 1) To determine how 

the local church has impacted the marriages of members and attendees of Neel Road 

Baptist Church. 2) To determine the effectiveness of the ministries of Neel Road Baptist 

Church related to marriage primarily in the areas of marriage education, pre-marriage 

preparation, and marriage support and enrichment. 

Problem Statement 
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Research shows both that marriages - defined for the purposes of this study as a 

legal and/or religiously binding lifelong, intentional, monogamous, relationship between 

one man and one woman - are failing and the institution of marriage as a social 

institution is declining in North America. Similar research suggests that trends towards 

nonmarriage, cohabitation, and divorce are practically the same among Christians and 

non-Christians. The role of the local church in this situation is not understood. While 

there are many assumptions about the relationship between the local church and 

marriage, clearly the role of the local church in marriage needs further examination. 

Research Hypothesis 

The hypothesis of this study is that the data collected will provide a better 

understanding of the role of the local church in marriage and enable and empower Neel 

Road Baptist Church to minister more effectively in the area of marriage in such areas as 

educating, preparing, equipping and supporting people in marriage. The data collected 

will be presented to the congregation in a congregational forum and used to shape the 

guidelines and practices of marriage at Neel Road Baptist Church. It will also be used to 

prepare a sermon series on marriage later in 2009. The study results may also prove 

useful to other congregations or denominational leaders. 

Methodology 

The primary research instrument for this project was a quantitative survey 

(Appendix B). This study primarily utilized a descriptive survey of a ministry situation. 

The survey was conducted among the members and regular attendees of Neel Road 

Baptist Church in Salisbury, North Carolina. Interviews were conducted among married 
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couples in the church in order to help the researcher learn ways that the church can 

improve the ministry of marriage for the congregation (Appendix C). Couples with 

varying lengths of marriages were selected to provide a comprehensive sample. 

The survey was scheduled for summer 2009 and completed by the end of July. It 

was administered on a Sunday morning during the Sunday School hour. The interviews 

were also scheduled for summer 2009 and completed in September. 

The research, both the survey and the interviews, was conducted within the 

context of Neel Road Baptist Church in Salisbury, North Carolina. The church is located 

in a rural setting on the outskirts of Salisbury. The population for the county (Rowan) is 

approximately 29,000 people. 

Once the data was collected and formatted, it was presented to the congregation. 

This will occur in a congregational forum on marriage. This forum was an opportunity 

for congregants to interact with ideas for addressing issues related to the church's 

marriage ministry. Finally, the data and results were used in a message series on 

marriage later in 2009, and ultimately used to shape the guidelines and practices for 

marriage at Neel Road Baptist Church. 

Limitations and Assumptions 

The limitations of this study relate primarily to the contextual limitations of the 

research project itself was confined to one specific, local congregation. Researching 

multiple congregations would yield greater results and more conclusive data. 

Further limitations include the survey itself as an instrument for gathering 

qualitative data and the time allotment in which the survey was administered. It is 
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unlikely that everyone was available for the times in which the survey was given and it 

must be taken into consideration that some of the church members simply do not like 

taking surveys and chose not to participate. 

Additional limitations included the extent of the study which was small in scale. 

It was not a nationally-sized survey and would most likely include only around 100 

participants. This limitation in turn impacted the results of the survey itself. 

Furthermore, it is recognized that those who were interviewed may not have shared as 

openly or as freely with the researcher who is also their pastor. 

Several assumptions can be made. Some of these assumptions include that 

participants provided answers that were honest and accurate. It is also assumed that the 

results provide an accurate reflection of the congregation's experiences, views, and 

positions. Finally it is assumed that the information gathered will provide some insights 

into the relationship between the ministries of the local church and the breakdown of 

marriage that will help both Neel Road Baptist Church and other congregations improve 

in this area of ministry. 

For this study "marriage" refers to a traditional or historical view of marriage as a 

legal or religiously binding, lifelong, monogamous relationship between one man and one 

woman as generally understood in the western, Judeo-Christian tradition. It does not 

refer to or include gay marriage, common law marriage or cohabitation. Marriage and 

other terms are further defined and clarified in Terms and Definitions. It can be assumed 

that participants' prior experiences with other churches impacted their responses and 
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therefore the results do not measure the particular ministries or overall ministry of Neel 

Road Baptist Church alone. 

Terms and Definitions 

For the purposes of this study the following terms and definitions will be used: 

Love-based Marriage 

Refers to the post-Enlightenment practice for marriage whereby two consenting 
individuals freely choose to marry based on their emotional love for one another. 

Congregation, local church and church 

These terms will be used interchangeably to identify and denote a group of Christian 
believers who gather frequently for the purposes of worship, discipleship, etc. 

Church 

Refers to the world-wide, global fellowship of Christians of all denominations. 

Marriage 

A legal and/or religiously binding lifelong, intentional, monogamous relationship 
between one man and one woman. 

Cohabitation 

Refers to a male and a female living together for an extended period of time, but not 
married as previously defined. 



THE HISTORY & THEOLOGY OF MARRIAGE & CURRENT CHALLENGES 
FACING MARRIAGE IN WESTERN CULTURE 

Project Background 

This chapter provides the historical and theological background to the study along 

with a summary of important works in the field. It includes a brief history of the 

institution of marriage, the Biblical and theological foundations of marriage, a summary 

of the Church's historical views and positions on marriage, a summary of scholarship on 

the decline of marriage, and a summary of resources and programs designed specifically 

to support marriage in congregations and communities. 

Historical Background 

"Marriage is a social invention, unique to humans."1 Any consideration of 

marriage or Christian marriage in particular must take into account the fact that marriage 

historically defined as a sustained, recognizable relationship between a man and one or 

more women predates recorded history and is rooted in the very origins and life of 

humanity itself. Writing from a Darwinian perspective, sociologist Edward Westermarck 

suggests: 

If we want to find out the origin of marriage we have to strike into another path, 
the only one which can lead to the truth, but a path which is open to him alone 
who regards organic nature as one continued chain, the last and most perfect link 
of which is man. For we can no more stop within the limits of our own species, 
when trying to find the root of our physical and social life, than we can 

Stephanie Coontz, Marriage, A History: from Obedience to Intimacy or How 
Love Conquered Marriage (New York: Viking, 2005), 34. 

10 
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understand the physical condition of the human race without taking into 
consideration that of the lower animals.2 

Westermarck argues that the development and evolution of marriage can be traced by 

studying other species including the lower animals. Westermarck also reports "The 

family, consisting of father, mother, and offspring, is a universal institution, whether 

founded on a monogamous, polygamous, or polyandrous marriage."3 It is significant to 

note that for humans, sustained, recognizable relationships or various forms of marriage 

whether monogamous, polygamous, or otherwise have existed in numerous ways and 

forms throughout history. Again writing from a scientific perspective Westermarck 

suggests that "the only result to which a critical investigation of facts can lead us is, that 

in all probability there has been no stage of human development when marriage has not 

existed.. ."4 Marriage is as old as humanity itself. 

Regarding marriage in the Stone Age there was once a general consensus 

concerning the protective theory of marriage, also known as the male provider theory. 

The basic premise of this theory is that a male would provide food and protection for a 

female and receive sex in return. This relationship would form a type of nuclear family 

structure. Stephanie Coontz writes, 

Proponents of this protective theory of marriage claim that the nuclear family, 
based on a sexual division of labor between the male hunter and the female hearth 
keeper, was the most important unit of survival and protection in the Stone Age.5 

2 Edward Alexander Westermarck, The History of Human Marriage (London: 
Elibron, 2005), 9. 

3 Ibid., 15. 

4 Ibid., 50. 

5 Stephanie Coontz, Marriage, A History (New York: Viking, 2005), 36. 
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However, this theory has not stood the test of time. Coontz notes that "Studies of actual 

human hunting and gathering societies also threw doubt on the male provider theory." 

She adds: 

The idea that in prehistoric times a man would spend his life hunting only for the 
benefit of his own wife and children, who were dependent solely upon his hunting 
prowess for survival, is simply a projection of 1950s marital norms onto the past.7 

Even if this theory of marriage is a projection of the nuclear family of the 1950s 

the fact remains that marriage, understood in various ways and forms, existed as an 

aspect of early human society. Westermarck contends that during this era "Marriage and 

family are thus intimately connected with each other: it is for the benefit of the young that 

male and female continued living together."8 Westermarck then contends that the 

development of marriage among humans was less about the relationship between the 

husband and the wife and more a matter of raising offspring. Thus there are other 

theories about the origin of marriage that suggest that marriage was a way of ensuring 

that procreative activities would be successful which would in return increase the 

likelihood of survival for all men, women and children. 

Sociological and archeological studies reveal that early humans lived in "bands 

that were made up of anywhere from a handful to as many as a hundred people.. ."9 

Many argue that the common function of marriage in this era was to ensure survival. 

6 Ibid. 

7 Ibid., 40. 

8 Westermarck, 22. 

9 Coontz, 39. 
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Coontz notes "Having a flexible, gender-based division of labor within a mated pair was 

an important tool for human survival."1 Whatever its role, whatever its purpose, and 

whatever its form, one thing is clear - as far back as we can see, marriage appears to be 

rooted in humanity itself. 

Science, sociology, and archeology are not the only disciplines offering insights 

into the origin of marriage. There are numerous sacred texts and ancient writings 

suggesting that marriage is very much rooted in the fabric of human society. The 

creation stories in Genesis can be understood as one attempt to explain the origin of 

marriage. The Mahabharata, an ancient Hindu text, suggests that prior to marriage men 

and women were free and independent without binding relationships or obligations to one 

another. Regardless of which theories or stories may be correct we know that from the 

very beginning marriage was a human social construct that served to address the 

following key areas of early human life: survival, group or community organization, 

sexual companionship, child rearing, and division of labor. 

Over time human society changed and so did marriage. As societies shifted from 

foraging bands into sedentary agricultural groups and became more and more 

sophisticated and organized, so did marriage. Coontz suggests that through the 

development of ancient societies "Greater economic differentiation reshaped the rules for 

,u Ibid., 38. 

1' Westermarck, 8. 
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marriage." In other words, as societies developed, families with more possessions and 

wealth used marriage as a means to protect and increase their wealth and power. 

Among ancient societies, Coontz notes "In the absence of an international 

economy and legal system, rulers used marriage to establish diplomatic, military, or 

commercial ties."13 In such settings the role and purpose of marriage shifted from its 

earlier purposes of labor division and child rearing to become a means to forge political, 

economic, and proprietary alliances. Coontz notes: 

By the time we have written records of the civilizations that arose in the ancient 
world, marriage had become the way most wealth and land changed hands. 
Marriage was also the main vehicle by which leading families expanded their 
social networks and political influence. It even sealed military alliances and 
peace treatises.1 

Women were usually given and received by their fathers for such purposes described 

above. However, it is highly significant that "From the Middle Eastern kingdoms that 

arose three thousand years before the birth of Christ. . . factions of the ruling circles 

fought over who had the right to legitimize marriages.. ."'5 Marriages meant high stakes 

for families and as well as developing societies in ancient times. Complicating these 

matters was also the fact that concubines and secondary wives were common within 

many ancient societies. This often created conflict between families and rulers and upset 

alliances forged through arranged marriages. 

12 Coontz, 45. 

13 Ibid., 54. 

14 Ibid., 48. 

15 Ibid., 48. 
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As societies developed, creating the opportunity for some families to develop 

more wealth and power than others, people began to organize into class structures. As 

we begin looking towards what role the Church would play in marriage a few comments 

about Rome and the role of nation-states will be helpful. First, Rome was very much a 

patriarchal society. The power rested with the oldest male in the household. Coontz 

notes "Men were not in families; they ruled over them." Secondly, officials of the 

Roman Empire usually did not get involved in marriage matters unless large amounts of 

property or money were involved. Finally, it is worth noting that "the Romans were 

casual about what made for a legal marriage. There were few rules."17 Marriage served a 

key social function from the Prehistoric era through the period of the Roman Empire 

"establishing cooperative relationships between families and communities."18 

Biblical Background 

The Bible is foundational for the faith of Christians. It has served as the basis of 

the Church's perspectives and positions on marriage throughout history. On the topic of 

marriage the Bible is multivalent. It offers neither a single nor a simple view of marriage. 

So what exactly does the Bible have to say about marriage and what role has it played in 

defining marriage throughout history? This section will explore some of the key biblical 

passages on marriage. 

16 Ibid., 79. 

17 Ibid., 79. 

18 Ibid., 31. 
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In order to better understand the Bible's many perspectives on marriage it is 

helpful to organize them into the following categories: Universal, Community Ethic, 

Wisdom Sayings, Divine Metaphor, and Jesus' Teachings. This framework allows us to 

divide various scriptures into distinct categories. It also allows us to reflect upon the 

various positions of the Church regarding marriage throughout history. 

Universal 

The Universal category represents an understanding or theology of marriage as 

something that is universal to or common among all of humanity. Key passages 

suggesting the universality of marriage for humanity include the creation stories found in 

Genesis 1 and 2. These stories about the creation of the world suggest that marriage was 

a part of the divine plan for humanity and is not unique to any particular culture or 

tradition of people. Commenting on Genesis 2:18, Old Testament scholar Claus 

Westermann writes: 

All human community is centered around the community of man and woman. 
This is described in two phrases which look first only to the community of man 
and woman, and then in a broader sense to all human community.19 

Similarly David Gushee argues, "If we believe the biblical record, marriage is a structure 

of creation." He adds, "It means that marriage comes from God. It is not merely a human 

creation." The idea that marriage is something that is universal among humanity or that 

humanity was designed or created to live in marital relationships also fits well with the 

Claus Westermann, Genesis 1-11. A Continental Commentary (Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1994), 227. 

20 David Gushee, Getting Marriage Right (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2004), 
92. 
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fact that nearly every civilization or culture in the world, with only one or two possible 

exceptions, has established some practice of marriage into its social foundation. 

Community Ethic 

A second category of writings about marriage found in the Bible deal with 

Community Ethic or the relationship between married parties and the role of marriage 

within the faith community. Many of these offer regulations for marriage and rules 

designed to keep the institution of marriage healthy within the community. One example 

of this is found in Leviticus 18:6-10: 

No one is to approach any close relative to have sexual relations.... Do not 
dishonor your father by having sexual relations with your mother. . . . Do not 
have sexual relations with your sister, either your father's daughter or your 
mother's daughter. . . . Do not have sexual relations with your son's daughter or 
your daughter's daughter. . . 

This passage addresses marital relations between family members. Another example is 

Deuteronomy 24:1 -4. 

If a man marries a woman who becomes displeasing to him because he finds 
something indecent about her, and he writes her a certificate of divorce, gives it to 
her and sends her from his house, and if after she leaves his house she becomes 
the wife of another man, and her second husband dislikes her and writes her a 
certificate of divorce, gives it to her and sends her from his house, or if he dies, 
then her first husband, who divorced her, is not allowed to marry her again after 
she has been defiled. That would be detestable in the eyes of the LORD. Do not 
bring sin upon the land the LORD your God is giving you as an inheritance. 

This passage addresses the divorce rights and responsibilities between married couples in 

the community of faith. Marriage formed the foundation of the family-tribe system in the 

ancient world. Within this context it was necessary to prevent incest and other forms of 

inappropriate sexual intercourse. 
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Other examples of writings concerning a Community Ethic regarding marriage 

are found in the New Testament. Often these take on spiritual or Christian qualities 

regarding marriage within the community of faith. One example is found in Ephesians 

5:21-26: 

Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ. Wives, submit to your 
husbands as to the Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the 
head of the church, his body, of which he is the Savior. Now as the church 
submits to Christ, so also wives should submit to their husbands in everything. 
Husbands, love your wives just as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for 
her to make her holy. . . . 

Commenting on this passage Marcus Barth writes "Among modern scholars, the list of 

the pairs of exhortation found in 5:21-6:9 is called a Haustafel (Table of Household 

Duties)."21 This passage also suggests that there is a spiritual dimension to the institution 

and practice of marriage based on Christ. Barth comments, 

It is not by chance that the discussion of marriage stands at the beginning of the 
Haustafel and of Paul's special ethical instructions. For the epitome of social life 
and the gravest of all social problems are located in marriage. The contribution 
which Paul makes can be summed up this way: he shows that there is no solution 
to problems and no peace except in the encounter of love with subordination in 
love, and in the meeting of gracious and faithful election with joyful fear.22 

Another example of a Community Ethic passage regarding marriage is 1 Corinthians 7:1-

Now for the matters you wrote about: it is good for a man not to marry. But since 
there is so much immorality, each man should have his own wife, and each 
woman her own husband. The husband should fulfill his marital duty to his wife, 
and likewise the wife to her husband. The wife's body does not belong to her 

21 Marcus Barth, Ephesians 4-6. The Anchor Bible, ed. William F. Albright and 
David N. Freeman (New York: Doubleday, 1974), 608-609. 

Ibid., 753. 
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alone but also to her husband. In the same way, the husband's body does not 
belong to him alone but also to his wife. 

This passage offers a definition of marriage as a relationship between one man and one 

woman. It also emphasizes a partnership of accountability between spouses. 

Commenting on Paul's intentions in this passage William Orr and James Walther write: 

This principle is enforced by an enunciation of mutual jurisdiction on the part of 
husbands and wives. . . . It involves the surrender in marriage of one's right to 
control one's own body. Paul declares that it is not optional but an obligation: the 
partner has a mutual and equal right to the other person's body. Each one is to 
meet the needs of the other. A clear promulgation of such an idea is found 
nowhere else in the Bible.23 

These writings and others found in the Old Testament and in the New Testament 

have to do with marriage and the Community Ethic. They address the relationship 

between married couples and affirm the role of marriage within the larger community of 

faith. 

Wisdom Savings 

Additional perspectives on marriage are found in the wisdom literature in the 

Bible. One example is Proverbs 31:1-18: 

A wife of noble character who can find? She is worth far more than rubies. Her 
husband has full confidence in her and lacks nothing of value. She brings him 
good, not harm, all the days of her life. She selects wool and flax and works with 
eager hands. She is like the merchant ships, bringing her food from afar. She 
gets up while it is still dark; she provides food for her family and portions for her 
servant girls. She considers a field and buys it; out of her earnings she plants a 
vineyard. She sets about her work vigorously; her arms are strong for her tasks. 
She sees that her trading is profitable, and her lamp does not go out all night. 

William F. Orr and James A. Walther, / Corinthians. The Anchor Bible. (New 
York: Doubleday, 1976), 208. 
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This particular passage reminds readers of the necessity of a clear division of labor in 

marriage that dates back even to the prehistoric era. This passage also praises the 

institution of marriage and particularly the woman's role in marriage. Another example 

is found in Psalm 128:1-4: 

Blessed are all who fear the Lord, who walk in his ways. You will eat the fruit of 
your labor; blessings and prosperity will be yours. Your wife will be like a 
fruitful vine within your house; your sons will be like olive shoots around your 
table. Thus is the man blessed who fears the Lord. 

In this passage, as well as in other wisdom literature found in the Bible, it also speaks to 

the benefits of a right relationship with God for marriage. Wisdom literature in general 

pronounces the benefits and blessings of a right relationship with God. 

Divine Metaphor 

The Bible also uses marriage as a metaphor to describe God's relationship to the 

community of faith. One illustration is found in Ezekiel 16:8b, 11-12, and 32: 

I gave you my solemn oath and entered into a covenant with you, declares the 
Sovereign LORD, and you became mine. ... I adorned you with jewelry: I put 
bracelets on your arms and a necklace around your neck, and I put a ring on your 
nose, earrings on your ears and a beautiful crown on your head. .. .You 
adulterous wife! You prefer strangers to your own husband! 

This passage speaks metaphorically of the relationship between God and Jerusalem as a 

marriage. 

One of the most well known passages regarding Divine Metaphor is found in 

Chapter One of Hosea. There Hosea is told by God to take for himself an adulterous 

wife. Again this is a metaphorical relationship between God and God's people. These 

passages also describe the marriage between God and the chosen community as a 
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covenant relationship. It is important to note that only in Malachi 2:14 does the Bible 

speak directly about the marriage between a man and a woman as a covenant. 

Jesus also speaks of marriage as a Divine Metaphor describing the kingdom of 

God. Matthew 22:2 states "The kingdom of heaven is like a king who prepared a 

wedding banquet for his son." This passage illustrates God's benevolence for those who 

receive the Good News of Jesus Christ. 

Examples of marriage used as a metaphor abound in both the Old and New 

Testaments. These passages emphasize the covenantal relationship between God and the 

community of faith. They also emphasize the necessity of faithfulness and fidelity 

between God and God's people. Leaders of the Reformation would later draw on these 

passages and others to develop their covenantal doctrine and teaching on human 

marriage. 

Jesus' Teaching 

In many ways Jesus' teachings stand in sharp contrast to all other passages on 

marriage in the Bible. One example is Matthew 12:46-50. 

While Jesus was still talking to the crowd, his mother and brothers stood outside, 
wanting to speak to him. Someone told him, 'Your mother and brothers are 
standing outside, wanting to speak to you.' He replied to him, 'Who is my 
mother, and who are my brothers?' Pointing to his disciples, he said, 'Here are 
my mother and my brothers. For whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is 
my brother and sister and mother.' 

Here Jesus challenges the patriarchal family-tribe system common in his day as well as 

the idea that marriage is foundational for the Christian community. 

Also in Matthew 19:7-9 Jesus suggests that marriage was intended to be a lifelong 

commitment between a man and a woman. 
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'Why then,' they asked, 'did Moses command that a man give his wife a 
certificate of divorce and send her away?' Jesus replied, 'Moses permitted you to 
divorce your wives because your hearts were hard. But it was not this way from 
the beginning. I tell you that anyone who divorces his wife, except for marital 
unfaithfulness, and marries another woman commits adultery.' 

Later in verses 11-12 he adds: 

Not everyone can accept this word, but only those to whom it has been given. For 
some are eunuchs because they were born that way; others were made that way by 
men; and others have renounced marriage because of the kingdom of heaven. The 
one who can accept this should accept it. 

Jesus speaks positively of marriage emphasizing God's desire for it to be a lifelong 

commitment between a man and a woman. Eugene Boring notes Jesus' affirmation of 

marriage stating, "Jesus has transcended its views of marriage and the family by making 

marriage an element of the will of God, expressed in creation rather than merely a 

culturally conditioned contract on the human level." Immediately following this 

interaction with Jewish leaders the text shifts to a group of children who are brought to 

Jesus. Matthew 19:13-15 states: 

Then the little children were brought to Jesus for him to place his hands on them 
and pray for them. But the disciples rebuked those who brought them. Jesus said, 
"Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of 
heaven belongs to such as these." When he had placed his hands on them, he 
went on from there. 

M. Eugene Boring, "The Gospel of Matthew: Introduction, Commentary and 
Reflections." In The New Interpreter's Bible: A Commentary in Twelve Volumes, vol. 
VII, edited by Leander E. Keck (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995), 386. 



Commenting on this passage Stanley Hauerwas notes, "Jesus affirms the dignity of 

marriage by laying his hands on, as well as praying for, the little children who are 

brought to him."25 

In Luke 20:34-36 Jesus is challenged by the Sadducees to define marriage as it 

relates to eternal life. When asked about marriage in heaven Jesus responds: 

The people of this age marry and are given in marriage. But those who are 
considered worthy of taking part in that age and in the resurrection from the dead 
will neither marry nor be given in marriage, and they can no longer die; for they 
are like angels. 

Commenting on this passage William F. Arndt writes: 

Is the statement intended to disparage marriage and to laud celibacy? No. Jesus 
merely describes life as we see it in the era now obtaining. .. .Hence the term that 
Jesus used here is a synonym of "eternal life." Jesus informs His hearers that in 
yonder blessed existence the marriage state will not be found any more. . . . The 
reason is given why marriages are nonexistent in heaven. In that state of 
perfection people do not die, hence there will be no need for marriages and for 
births.26 

Although most scholars agree that this passage is about the resurrection and heaven, it 

offers a key insight into Jesus' perspective on marriage. He did not regard marriage as 

something that would last into eternity. Rather it is described as a temporal, earthly 

relationship. 

What can we affirm about Jesus' teachings on marriage? First, that he did not 

view marriage as foundational or necessary for the new community of believers. 

Members of the new community of God could be either single or married. Second, Jesus 

Stanley Hauerwas, Matthew, Brazos Theological Commentary On The Bible, 
ed. R. R. Reno (Grand Rapids: Brazos Press, 2006), 172. 

26 William F. Arndt, The Gospel According to St. Luke. (St. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1956), 410-411. 



affirms God's lifelong prescription of marriage between a man and a woman and 

reaffirms the divine origins of marriage. Third, Jesus describes marriage as a temporal, 

earthly relationship and not an eternal one. Finally, Jesus affirms the dignity of marriage 

and the important role it plays within the community of God for raising children. 

Conclusion 

It is clear that the Bible is multivalent on the topic of marriage. The scriptures 

offer a wide range of perspectives on and insights into marriage. Throughout history the 

Church drew on various passages to shape her perspectives and positions on marriage. 

However, for readers, church leaders in particular, today the argument could be 

made that much is missing. For example, nowhere is there a prescription for how 

marriages should be performed or conducted. Nowhere is marriage identified as a 

specific duty of the priests or religious authorities. There are no suggestions about an 

appropriate age at which one can get married. While some books in the Old Testament 

offer clear and concise lists of rules and regulations for marriage, the books in the New 

Testament are less prescriptive. 

Nevertheless, the Bible still provides a foundational basis that requires the Church 

to take some kind of posture on marriage that may be different from contemporary 

culture. The next section demonstrates how the Church's use of scripture throughout 

history often did just that. 

Historical Church Perspectives and Positions 

From early on the Church held various views and has taken numerous positions 

concerning marriage. These various positions have often reflected the Church's attempt 



to respond to traditional or historical views of marriage and to correct cultural and 

societal influences on marriage. From the very beginning the Church relied on the 

scriptures to shape her perspectives and positions on marriage. This section explores the 

Church's perspectives and positions on marriage and considers some of the cultural or 

external influences that so often shaped the Church's views. 

In the very beginning Christianity was viewed as a threat to traditional forms of 

marriage that had developed since prehistoric times and particularly those within the 

Roman Empire. Coontz notes that Christianity was one of the key threats to traditional, 

patriarchal understandings of marriage. Therefore the political structure and economic 

development of the Roman Empire was in danger due to Christianity. She writes 

"Christianity contributed spiritual beliefs that elevated loyalty to God above family and 

marital ties. Its changing positions on sexuality and divorce would eventually change the 

rules of marriage throughout the West."27 

In Luke 14:26 Jesus states, "If anyone comes to me and does not hate his father 

and mother, his wife and children, his brothers and sisters—yes, even his own life—he 

cannot be my disciple." This passage is one of Jesus' more radical sayings regarding 

marriage. The earliest Christians, including the apostles and the earliest followers, took 

these words to heart concerning the fellowship of their community particularly regarding 

marriage. Many scholars argue that they held an imminent eschatology which made 

preparation for the kingdom of God their primary purpose in life and everything else 

secondary - including marriage. 

27 Ibid., 71. 



This sets the stage for a discussion on the Church's various views on marriage 

throughout history. Shortly after the death of Jesus and his apostles the Church began to 

grow in number and spread out geographically. Increasing in people and influence the 

Christian Church soon began to compete with government and families for authority over 

marriage. In his definitive work From Sacrament to Contract, John Witte Jr. traces the 

Church's various positions regarding marriage beginning with the advent of the Roman 

Catholic Church (RCC) and continuing through the era of the Enlightenment. 

Approximately 100 years after Jesus' death, as Christianity continued to spread, 

the RCC was established. Observing this development Coontz notes: 

Early Christianity had been indifferent, even hostile, to the things of this world 
and had elevated celibacy over marriage. But the church's evolving political role 
and economic power were to embroil it deeply in the politics of marriage, divorce, 
and family life in the new kingdoms of Western Europe.28 

Initially the RCC promoted celibacy as the greatest way of life among adherents based 

primarily on Jesus' teachings on discipleship, family matters, and marriage. This 

position and others regarding marriage were in sharp contrast with those of the Roman 

Empire. John Witte, Jr. explains: 

The early Church Fathers, writing prior to the establishment of Christianity by 
Roman law in 380, set their doctrines of marriage and sexuality in sharp contrast 
to those of Roman society and law. They singled out for harsh criticism the 
Roman practice of temple harlotry, concubinage, transvestism, homosexuality, 
incest, polygamy, abortion, infanticide, and child abuse.29 

zs Coontz, 87. 

John Witte, Jr. From Sacrament to Contract: Marriage, Religion, and Law in 
the Western Tradition (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1997), 19-20. 



For centuries the Church Fathers wrote about celibacy and marriage, often arguing 

against one another as well as cultural norms influencing marriage in their day. They 

were also concerned with distinguishing Christian marriage from other types of marriage 

that existed among heretical groups such as the Gnostics and the Manicheans. During the 

reign of Pope Gregory VII (1073-1085) the RCC was able to gain a political foothold and 

establish autonomy. David Gushee notes, "From 1200 on, in part due to a vacuum of 

political power in Europe, the Church was able to extend its reach fully into Western 

law."30 With newfound institutional power the RCC began to influence the practice of 

marriage throughout Western Christendom. Witte notes: 

It was in this revolutionary context that the Roman Catholic Church developed a 
systematic theology and law of marriage. From the twelfth century forward, the 
church's doctrine of marriage was categorized, systematized, and refined.... 
Viewed collectively, these new theological and legal sources taught three broad 
perspectives on marriage. Marriage was conceived at once (1) as a created, 
natural association, subject to the laws of nature; (2) as a consensual contract, 
subject to the general laws of contract; and (3) as a sacrament of faith, subject to 
the spiritual laws of the church.31 

It is the sacramental nature of marriage that is most significant for our discussion. This 

new theological development by the RCC would have significant implications. 

Even with more definitive theological positions on marriage in place the Church 

continued to struggle with the practice of marriage. It was not uncommon for a man and 

a woman to decide to privately exchange vows, have sexual intercourse, and claim to be 

married. Stephanie Coontz notes "Until the twelfth century the Church held that a 

marriage was valid if entered into by mutual consent and then sealed by sexual 

30 Gushee, 41. 

31 Witte, 23. 
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intercourse."32 Later the RCC changed its position regarding marriage to include parental 

consent. In the Fourth Lateran Council the RCC declared marriage must consist of the 

following three elements: The bride had to have a dowry signifying independence. Banns 

had to be published beforehand informing the community of the couple's intent. And 

finally, the wedding had to take place in a church rather than in a home or an outdoor 

location. 

The real contribution of the RCC to marriage was the idea that marriage was a 

sacrament, citing Ephesians 5:22. As a sacrament, marriage represented the invisible 

union of Christ with the Church. While celibacy was still hailed as the most desirable 

way of life, marriage was now viewed as a means of grace for consenting couples. Witte 

comments "When performed as a Christian sacrament, marriage transformed the 

relationship of a husband and wife, much as baptism transformed the character of the 

baptized."34 Marriage, however, was the only sacrament that did not require a priest to 

administer. As long as the required conditions were met, including two consenting 

adults, marriage was granted. 

Giving marriage a sacramental nature completely changed its place in the life of 

the Church and society. Witte adds, 

Once this channel of sacramental grace was properly opened, it could no longer 
be closed. A marriage properly contracted between Christians, in accordance 

Coontz, 106. 

Ibid., 106-7. 

Witte, 27. 
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with the laws of nature, was thus an indissoluble union, a permanently open 
channel of grace. 

One of the key contributions of sacramental marriage was that it no longer allowed such a 

superior position for the man in the relationship. Marriage had thus become an 

unbreakable bond created by the mutual consent of the two parties. 

The Protestant reformation brought the next key shift for marriage and the 

Church. One of the leading reformers, Martin Luther, introduced the concept of marriage 

as a social estate. Luther along with many other reformers considered the Catholic 

Church's theological positions and rules regarding the practice of marriage flagrantly out 

of line with scripture. Luther in particular sought to hand the jurisdiction of marriage 

over to the magistrate's authority. 

Luther denied the sacramental position of the RCC arguing: 

[Njowhere in Scripture.. .do we read that anyone would receive the grace of God 
by getting married; nor does the rite of matrimony contain any hint that that 
ceremony is of divine institution. 

He also argued against the idea that celibacy was the purest way of life and taught that 

marriage should be considered a remedy for sexual sin. Marriage, for Luther, was a 

necessary and vital component of society. For this reason it fell under the jurisdiction of 

the state. Luther also drew upon his two kingdom theology to argue that marriage was of 

the earthly kingdom, not of the spiritual kingdom. 

The key contribution of Luther's concept of marriage as a social estate was that it 

took the authority of marriage out of the hands of the RCC and gave it directly to the 

35 Ibid., 28. 

36 Witte, 52. 



nation-state. Rulers quickly utilized their newfound power to encourage marriage as a 

building block for statehood and for building state identity. Numerous states quickly 

began implementing laws regarding marriage. This shift of authority would change the 

relationship between the Church and the institution of marriage forever. David Gushee 

argues "This shift of legal control over marriage and divorce would prove especially 

fateful in later centuries, when the churches lost their grip on the hearts and minds of the 

populations they once dominated."37 

Working out of Geneva, John Calvin introduced another key shift for marriage 

and the Church. Calvin introduced the idea of marriage as a covenant. Like Luther and 

others he used the theory of two kingdoms to formulate his ideas about marriage. 

Some accused Calvin of being as obsessive about marriage as was the RCC given 

the amount of material and number of rules he developed regarding marriage. One of the 

key documents he released was the Marriage Ordinance of 1545. This document 

provided guidance and offered numerous regulations regarding marriage. 

Calvin's key contribution to the Church and marriage was based on his covenant 

theology. Calvin developed a covenant theology of marriage drawing on various 

scriptures including Proverbs 2:17 and Malachi 2:14. Calvin wrote: 

God is the founder of marriage. When a marriage takes place between a man and 
a woman, God presides and requires a mutual pledge from both. Hence Solomon 
in Proverbs 2:17 calls marriage the covenant of God, for it is superior to all 
human contracts. So also Malachi [2:14] declares that God is as it were the 
stipulator [of marriage] who by his authority joins the man to the woman, and 
sanctions the alliance.38 

37 Gushee, 45. 

38 Witte, 95. 
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Calvin also suggested that for the marriage covenant to be complete it was necessary to 

include parents, peers, ministers, and magistrates in the marriage ceremony. Witte notes 

"These four parties represented different dimensions of God's involvement in the 

marriage covenant, and they were thus essential to the legitimacy of the marriage 

itself."39 

Unlike Luther, who more readily handed over the authority of marriage to the 

magistrate, Calvin held marriage within the tension of his covenant theology which held 

the two kingdoms, earth and heaven, together. Witte comments "Marriage required the 

coercive power of the state to preserve its integrity. But it also required the spiritual 

counsel of the church to demonstrate its necessity."40 In other words Calvin's concept of 

marriage as a covenant sought to bring together the authority of the church and the state 

within the institute of Christian marriage. 

The next development in the relationship between the Church and marriage takes 

place in England. Commenting on this shift in marriage Witte notes: 

The Anglican reformation of marriage introduced a new, cyclical pattern of 
reform. Radical theological and legal reforms of marriage crashed onto the scene 
in one generation only to be put down by the restoration of traditional forms in a 
subsequent generation. But, in each of these cycles of reform and restoration, 
small changes were made in the prevailing theology and law of marriage that 
gradually transformed the English marital tradition.41 

What marriage reformers would eventually create was a synthesis of previous models 

including sacramental, social, and covenantal. Witte states "...English theologians 

39 Ibid., 95. 

40 Ibid., 111. 

41 Ibid., 130. 
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developed a commonwealth model of marriage."42 The concept of marriage as a 

commonwealth tied together multiple aspects of English society including family, church, 

and state. Witte suggests that this new model: 

helped to substantiate the traditional hierarchies of husband over wife, parent over 
child, church over household, state over church, and to integrate the sundry 
biblical duties that attached to each of these offices. The family was assigned a 
subordinate place in the natural hierarchy of social institutions crowned by the 
King.43 

What is most significant about the concept of marriage as a commonwealth was that 

unlike the previous models of marriage introduced by other church reformers which 

tightened up ideas about marriage, the commonwealth model of marriage would 

eventually loosen up ideas, requirements, and restrictions on marriage. While numerous 

documents were written regarding marriage as a commonwealth the greatest influence on 

marriage in England was the introduction of love into the marriage relationship. 

The final shift in the relationship between the Church and marriage is one that 

was forced upon the Church through the Enlightenment. Stephanie Coontz writes, 

By the end of the 1700s personal choice of partners had replaced arranged 
marriage as a social ideal, and individuals were encouraged to marry for love. For 
the first time in five thousand years, marriage came to be seen as a private 
relationship between two individuals rather than one link in a larger system of 
political and economic alliances. The measure of a successful marriage was no 
longer how big a financial settlement was involved.. .but how well a family met 
the emotional needs of its individual members.44 

Ibid., 131. 

Ibid., 131-132. 

Coontz, 145-146. 



From the period of the Enlightenment forward, authority over marriage shifted away 

from church, state, and families to the individual. The church still had her models, 

regulations, and documents for marriage. What the church did not have any longer was 

her authority. Beginning in the 1700s marriage became viewed as a legal contract 

between two individuals - a man and woman. Witte observes: 

This contractarian gospel for the salvation of Western marriage.. .set out much of 
the agenda for the transformation of Anglo-American family law along 
Enlightenment lines. This transformation fell into two phases. The first 
transformation, from the 1830s forward, was designed to bring greater equality 
and equity to the traditional family and civil society without denying the basic 
values of the Western legal tradition of marriage. The second transformation, 
from the 1960s forward, seems calculated to break the preeminence of the 
traditional family and the basic values of the Western legal tradition that have 
sustained it.45 

Marriage, particularly in the West, would never be the same again. Some of the 

architects behind this new model of marriage included key Enlightenment thinkers such 

as John Locke and John Stuart Mill. David Gushee suggests that with this new era came 

"rebellion against traditional authorities (especially the church)" and "celebration of the 

individual. . ." Despite the warnings of clergy, the contract model for marriage or love-

based marriage would eventually replace all other models and serve as the basis of 

marriage as it is known in America today. 

Other Research 

Marriage has been an important topic of much scholarly research recently. Much 

research has been aimed at determining why marriages are failing and what can be done 

45 Witte, 202. 

46 Gushee, 46. 



to reverse such trends. While researchers take different approaches and conclude 

different results, the fact remains that more marriages are failing and that the institution 

of marriage is being threatened in America. This section will offer a summary of more 

recent marriage scholarship. 

Scholars and leaders from various fields take different perspectives on the decline 

of marriage. Don S. Browning argues convincingly that pressures from modernization 

and globalization are to blame for the demise of marriage.47 James Dobson and other 

conservative Christians blame changes in divorce laws, homosexuality and recent rulings 

of the U.S. Supreme Court.48 In her recent book Marriage, A History Stephanie Coontz 

blames the problems of marriage on the idea of the love-based marriage. Nancy F. Cott 

argues in Public Vows that the privatization of marriage or the shift toward understanding 

marriage primarily as the private choice of individuals has caused the downfall of 

marriage.49 Cott contrasts this view of marriage with other forms or views of marriage 

that are considered to be for the greater good of a community or society at large. 

The decline of marriage and hence, the changing of family structures did not 

happen overnight, nor are these trends surprising. Don Browning et. al., writes, "This 

Don S. Browning, Marriage and Modernization: How Globalization Threatens 
Marriage and What to Do about It (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2003), 1-29. 

James Dobson, Marriage Under Fire: Why We Must Win This Battle (Sisters, 
Oregon: Multnomah Publishers, 2004), 38-39. 

Nancy F. Cott, Public Vows: A History of Marriage and the Nation 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000), 213. 
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family pattern has been changing for more than fifty years."50 The breakdown of 

marriages in North America is not a unique or isolated phenomenon. Rather it is a part of 

a Western global trend towards nonmarriage. Introducing a recently published essay by 

David Popenoe entitled "The Future of Marriage in America," Barbara Whitehead writes 

"Overall, the U.S. trends are following the far-advanced trends toward nonmarriage in 

Northwestern European nations, albeit at a slower and more uneven pace."51 

David Gushee devotes two chapters to the breakdown of marriage in his book 

Getting Marriage Right. He describes the decline of marriage as a "social revolution that 

has swept over marriage in barely one forty-year generation."52 He argues that in 

America, marriage as an institution has fallen in the past five decades "under the impact 

of a series of exceptionally important cultural developments."53 These cultural 

developments or revolutions include: 

1. The Sexual Revolution 
2. The Contraception and Abortion Revolutions 
3. The Illegitimacy Revolution 
4. The Cohabitation Revolution 
5. The Reproduction Revolution 
6. The Gay Rights Revolution 
7. The Divorce Revolution54 

5 Don S. Browning, Pamela D. Couture, Robert M. Franklin, K. Brynolf Lyon, 
and Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, From Culture Wars to Common Ground 
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2000), 1. 

51 David Popenoe, "The Future of Marriage in America," Rutgers University, 
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Gushee argues that these revolutions swept through American society at a pace and with 

a force stronger than churches were prepared to handle. He summarizes the impact of 

these revolutions upon the institution of marriage stating, "Now the understanding of 

marriage, entry into marriage, and exit from marriage are all purely voluntary decisions 

of autonomous individuals if they choose to partake in the institution at all."55 

The consensus of scholarship on the decline of marriage points to a series of 

cultural shifts, both global and national, that developed over multiple decades causing the 

demise of the institution of marriage in America. The reasons for the decline of marriage 

appear to be interwoven between cultural, theological, societal, economic, and familial 

changes that have occurred over the past several decades. The next section will explore 

some of the remedial resources and programs designed to counteract the downfall of 

marriage. 

Resources and Programs 

Over the past four decades numerous books, programs, and other initiatives have 

come on to the scene with the purpose of helping stabilize and strengthen the institution 

of marriage. As early as the late 1960s and 1970s Christian writers began addressing 

divorce in books such as Divorce and Remarriage by Guy Duty, with the purpose of 

targeting an increasing divorce rate in American society.56 Many of these books focused 

on teaching doctrine and theology as the means for helping marriages. However, the 

divorce rate continued to climb over the next two decades, quite possibly due in part to 

55 Gushee, 36. 

5 Guy Duty, Divorce and Remarriage (Minneapolis: Bethany Fellowship, Inc., 
1967). 



the no-fault divorce law introduced on January 1, 1970. This law was first passed in 

California and was eventually adopted by other states through the mid 1980s. 

Other, more recent books target the dynamics between husbands and wives 

focusing on specific relational issues such as communication, forgiveness, fulfilling 

emotional needs, and conflict resolution. Some of these books such as It Takes Two: The 

Joy of Intimate Marriage by Andrew and Judith Lester57 and Why Marriages Succeed or 

Fail: And How You Can Make Yours Last by John Gottman58 are based on well-

documented research. Other books written by Christian authors and aimed at a Christian 

audience are simply more pragmatic and encouraging. 

Since the 1980s a number of courses and programs have been developed by 

Christian leaders and para-church organizations with the goal of strengthening marriage 

among couples in congregations, and in communities. One example of such a course is 

Prepare-Enrich which started in 19805 . Prepare-Enrich offers material that includes a 

survey for couples and is used both to help couples better prepare for marriage and to 

help couples who are already married to strengthen their marriages. Marriage Savers is 

another program that has achieved nation-wide status . Started in 1986, Marriage Savers 

offers materials for marriage preparation, strengthening marriages, and restoring troubled 

Andrew D. Lester and Judity L. Lester, It Takes Two: The Joy of Intimate 
Marriage (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1998). 

John Gottman, Why Marriages Succeed or Fail: And How You Can Make Yours 
Last (New York: Simon & Schuster Paperbacks, 1994) 

5 See www.prepare-enrich.com for more information, (accessed 10 March 2010). 

See www.marriagesavers.org for more information, (accessed 9 March 2010). 

http://www.prepare-enrich.com
http://www.marriagesavers.org


marriages. They are also known for developing a Community Marriage Policy. ' The 

Community Marriage Policy is a covenant between pastors and churches within a local 

community who agree to follow more strict guidelines regarding whom they marry and 

what the requirements for marriage are among congregations within their community. 

Another resource created recently to help strengthen the institution of marriage is 

For Your Marriage, a new initiative by the United States Conference of Catholic 

Bishops. This website offers articles and other media resources for engaged and 

married couples. It is designed specifically to teach and encourage members of the 

Catholic Church about marriage. 

Use and availability of such resources and programs varies throughout 

denominations and from church to church. In many cases, particularly among free 

churches, the use of such programs depends solely on the pastor. Another variable 

determining whether local churches take advantage of such resources and programs is 

whether or not the church has the financial resources available to purchase them. 

Conclusion 

Even with all of the research and studies that have been conducted on marriage 

the role that the local church has played in the decline of marriage remains elusive. 

Arguments have been made about the negative effects of modernity, globalization, 

secularism, and other influences on marriage. However, the role that the local church has 

See www.communitymarriagepolicy.org for more information, (accessed 10 
March 2010). 

See www.foryourmarriage.org for more information, (accessed 10 March 
2010). 

http://www.communitymarriagepolicy.org
http://www.foryourmarriage.org


played on the institution of marriage remains neglected as a field of study. There are 

steps that still need to be taken to help scholars, ministers, and others understand what 

impact the church has played on marriage as well as the potential for future impact of the 

local church on the institution of marriage. 



NEEL ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH: IT'S BACKGROUND, MINISTRY, AND THE 
NATURE OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the locus of the study, the form and 

nature of the research, and the instruments used for the study. Demographic data is 

included in this section along with a brief history of Neel Road Baptist Church. 

Context of the Study 

This study was conducted at Neel Road Baptist Church in Salisbury, North 

Carolina. Neel Road is an autonomous Baptist congregation with approximately 160 

active members and attendees. The church averages 145 people in worship each week 

and approximately 125 in Sunday School each Sunday. The church is denominationally 

affiliated with the Southern Baptist Convention and the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship. 

History of Neel Road Baptist Church 

Neel Road Baptist Church was founded in 1970 by a group of Baptist believers 

who lived in close proximity to the church's present location. From the beginning the 

church affiliated with the Southern Baptist Convention. The founders were members of 

various Baptist churches located throughout Rowan County. They founded the church 

out of a desire to reach nonbelievers on the west side of the county. Additionally, there 

was not a Baptist congregation within miles of this area. Starting a new church would 
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also potentially be more convenient for Baptist believers living in and around this area. 

The original Mission Statement for the church was: 

To be a church which seeks to play its part in meeting spiritual, family, relational, 
and community needs of people in southwestern Salisbury and Rowan County. 
We are a church that draws upon the richness of Christian heritage and theology, 
preserving biblical convictions with a spirit of grace as we pursue the everyday 
application and relevance of Christ's teachings.1 

Initially they began meeting in homes. As their group increased in numbers they 

began meeting in various locations including a local fire station and an elementary 

school. Eventually, in 1973, they were able to build the Mooresville Road Baptist Chapel 

on the corner of US 150 and Neel Road in Salisbury, North Carolina. On Sunday, 

November 18, 1973 a service was held to constitute the group into a church. Since its 

inception in 1970 the church has grown to a total membership of approximately 300. 

However, it is unlikely that this is the actual total membership because membership 

records have not been updated in approximately twenty years. 

The church has a history of long pastorates. In 1972 Clyde Yates was called to 

serve as the full-time interim pastor until the church could find their first full-time 

permanent pastor. The first full-time pastor, Howard Pless, was called in the summer of 

1974. He moved to Neel Road from a small church in North Carolina. The second full-

time pastor who succeeded him was Jerry Wilkes. He initially served as an interim 

pastor, but then became the fulltime pastor in 1986. He was college educated and earned 

his seminary degree while serving at Neel Road. He was the pastor until I came to Neel 

Road. I began serving as the current Pastor in June 2007. I have a Bachelor's degree in 

I received this as a personal document from one of the founding members of the 
church. 
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Religious Studies and a minor in Biblical Hebrew from North Carolina State University 

and a Master's of Divinity from Duke Divinity School. Prior to serving Neel Road I have 

primarily served as an Associate Pastor in larger First Baptist Churches in the Southeast. 

In 2008 Neel Road called its first full-time Minister of Students and Families, Graham 

Culbertson. He holds a bachelor's degree from Anderson University in South Carolina. 

During the church's thirty-nine years of ministry it has not experienced significant 

growth. When I began at Neel Road there were approximately ninety people attending 

Sunday School each week and the average worship attendance was around 125. There 

were very few young families, children, or individuals in their thirties. It was an older 

congregation. 

In 2008 the church began to grow at the rate of about ten percent annually. The 

number of young singles and families, as well as children, has since increased threefold. 

We have baptized more people over the past two years than in the previous ten to fifteen 

years. Additionally, there have been a fair portion of senior adults to join the church over 

the past couple of years as well. The majority of the growth is by transfer; however, a 

small percentage is from new conversions of adults. Currently the church averages 

approximately 120 in Sunday School and 145 in worship each week. 

While it is difficult to determine the exact reasons for growth it can likely be 

attributed to the church's desire to call a young pastor to lead them (I am thirty-five years 

old); providing a quality, consistent student ministry including Children's Church and 

activities for youth; and a renewed congregational effort to reach out to people in the 

community. 
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For the purpose of this study it is beneficial to consider my experience with 

weddings and marriage while at the church. Just prior to my coming to Neel Road I was 

informed of an older man who joined the church and was married there shortly after he 

joined, but then stopped attending. Since coming to Neel Road I have had the privilege 

of marrying four couples in the church. Three of the couples were in their twenties. The 

fourth couple was in their forties and it was a second marriage for both of them. In each 

case either the bride or groom was already a member of the church. Only two of the 

couples actually live in Salisbury. One of the other couples lives in another county near 

Rowan County, and the other couple lives in another state. Out of all of the couples that I 

have married, only one couple has attended regularly since being married. I have also 

been approached by about six or seven people in the community who are not members of 

Neel Road or any church who have either wanted me to marry them or have simply 

wanted to use our sanctuary for their wedding. I have declined all of these requests. 

When I was asked to marry the first couple I began to ask around in the church for 

any policies or procedures we have for marriage or weddings. The only thing available 

was an old piece of paper with a list of about thirty rules typed out regarding the use of 

the sanctuary and fellowship area. There was nothing in the Bylaws or Church 

Constitution regarding requirements or suggestions for couples seeking marriage. In each 

case I developed a pre-marital counseling program and met with each couple several 

times to help me to grasp their degree of preparedness for marriage and to try to 

communicate a biblical and Christian understanding of marriage. 



Finally, it is worth noting my experience in counseling and talking with 

individuals and couples regarding divorce. I have met with two or three different 

individuals or couples each year who were considering divorce. All of the couples or 

individuals either attended another church in the area or did not attend church at all. 

During my tenure at Neel Road only one couple in our membership has divorced. It is 

worth noting that before they divorced they had only attended a worship service at Neel 

Road approximately two times during my tenure. It is also worth noting that neither of 

them contacted me at any point including after I left messages for both of them once I 

heard about their situation. 

Church Demographic Information 

There are approximately 300 total members of Neel Road Baptist Church. This 

includes approximately 120 active members. The remaining members are inactive and 

do not regularly attend. As stated above, the membership records are unreliable. All of 

the members and attendees with the exception of three or four are White. The others are 

African-American. 

The church is primarily affiliated with the Southern Baptist Convention. 

However, there are some who affiliate with the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship. Overall, 

the congregational identity is theologically conservative. However, the church does have 

women deacons. 

Today the church consists of members and attendees representing all generations -

children, youth, and adults. There is a slightly higher percentage of senior adults over the 

age of sixty than any other age group. The rest of the church is evenly divided between 
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generations with the exception of twenty year olds. There are approximately fifteen 

twenty year olds. Of these only about half attend with any regularity. The race, age, and 

gender demographic of the church fairly reflect the demographic of the county described 

below. The congregation could be described as a middle-class congregation consisting of 

teachers, nurses, government employees, and local business owners. It is probable that 

the average household income for the overall membership of the church is greater than 

the average household income of the area ($40,000). 

Community Sociological Information 

Rowan County is located approximately forty miles northeast of Charlotte in the 

Piedmont area of North Carolina. Neel Road Baptist Church is on the western side of 

Rowan County approximately 4.5 miles from the county seat, Salisbury. It is in a rural 

location surrounded by housing subdivisions and neighborhoods. There are also six other 

churches within a three mile radius of the church property. These include a Southern 

Baptist Church, a Lutheran church, an interdenominational Protestant church, a 

Foursquare church, an Independent Fundamentalist Baptist church, and a Wesleyan 

church. These churches vary in attendance from approximately 20 to 250. 

Rowan County was formed in 1753 by predominantly Scotch-Irish settlers and 

was originally one of the largest counties in North Carolina. In the 1740's a large 

population of German settlers began to settle in Rowan. These German settlers 

established numerous Lutheran churches. Today there is still a high percentage of 

Lutherans living in and around the county. 



In the 1800s Rowan County really began to grow due to the railroad industry. In 

1861, when North Carolina seceded from the Union, Rowan became the location of the 

Salisbury Confederate Prison, a military prison for civil war prisoners. Today the area 

where the prison was is now a National Cemetery. Rowan County has a rich Southern 

history. 

Currently there are approximately 139,000 people living in Rowan County. 

Several successful, national companies were started in Rowan County including Food 

Lion, Cheerwine, and Power Curbers. Like many counties in the Piedmont area of North 

Carolina, Rowan County is making the transition from a more agriculturally-based 

economy to a newer knowledge- and technology-based economy. 

According to the US Census Bureau the racial demographic makeup of the county 

is 82.1% White, 15.7% Black, 6.6% Hispanic, and less than 1% for remaining races.2 

Additionally persons age sixty-five and older make up 14.3% of the population and the 

county is almost evenly divided between male and female.3 

Overall the county is politically and theologically conservative. There are a 

number of Southern Baptist churches and Independent Baptist or Fundamentalist 

churches in the county. Additionally, over 60% of the county voted Republican in the 

2008 Presidential election. 

2 "State and County Quick Facts," online: 
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/37/37159.html (accessed 19 October 2009). 

3 Ibid. 

4 "2008 Presidential General Election Results," online: 
http://www.uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/state.php?f=0&fips=37&year=2008 
(accessed 19 October 2009). 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/37/37159.html
http://www.uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/state.php?f=0&fips=37&year=2008


The church is located in the 28147 zip code. Demographic information for this 

area is slightly different than for the county. According to the Census Bureau the median 

age is thirty-five and the percentage of senior adults age sixty-five and older is only 

11.2%.5 The racial demographic is practically the same. Education levels are slightly 

lower for this area than the national average with 76.9% high school graduates or higher 

compared with 80.4% nationally and 17.6% with bachelor's degrees or higher compared 

with 24.4%o nationally.6 

For the purpose of the study it is beneficial to consider marriage-related 

information for the area. According to one study 28.2%> of the men and 22.9% of the 

women currently living in North Carolina have never married.7 The marriage rate for the 

o 

US is currently 7.1 per 1,000 people. In 2007 the marriage rate for Rowan County was 

5.9 per 1,000 people.9 This suggests that fewer people in Rowan County are marrying 

compared to the national average. 

5"Zip Code Tabulation Area" online: 
http ://factfinder. census. gov/servlet/S AFFFacts?_event=S earch&geo_id=&_geoConte 
xt=&_street=&_county=28147&_cityTown=28147&_state=&_zip=28147&_lang=en 
&_sse=on&pctxt=fph&pgsl=010&show_2003_tab=&redirect=Y (accessed 19 
October 2009) 

6 Ibid. 

7 "North Carolina Lifestyle Stats," online: http://www.statemaster.com/state/NC-
north-carolina/lif-lifestyle (19 October 2009). 

8 "Marriage and Divorce," online: http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/divorce.htm 
(19 October 2009). 

9 "Selected Vital Statistics for 2007 and 2003-2007," online: 
http://www.schs.state.nc.us/SCHS/vitalstats/volumel/2007/rowan.html (19 October 
2009). 

http://www.statemaster.com/state/NC-
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/divorce.htm
http://www.schs.state.nc.us/SCHS/vitalstats/volumel/2007/rowan.html


In 2005 the divorce rate for the US was 3.6 per 1,000 people. In 2005 the 

divorce rate for North Carolina was 3.8 per 1,000 people.'' The divorce rate for Rowan 

County in 2007 was 3.3 per 1,000 people. This information suggests that the divorce 

rate is about the same if not less for Rowan County compared with the national average. 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recently reported the percentage 

of all unmarried births to women in the US to be 50.6 per 1,000 people. The rate of out-

of-wedlock births in Rowan County for 2007 was 47.9 per 1,000 people.13 In this case 

Rowan County is slightly lower than the national average. All of this information 

regarding marriage, divorce, and family life raises questions about the role of the local 

church in general and the effectiveness of marriage related ministries for Neel Road 

Baptist Church in particular. Such questions include: 

• Why are fewer people choosing to get married? 
• What role should the church play in marriage? 
• What role should the church play in divorce? 

• How can the church help to prevent out-of-wedlock births? 

Problem Statement 

Research shows both that marriages - defined for the purposes of this study as a 

legal and/or religiously binding lifelong, intentional, monogamous, relationship between 

10 "US Divorce Statistics," online: 
http://www.divorcemag.com/statistics/statsUS.shtml (5 November 2009). 

11 "Divorce Rates By State 1990-2005," online: 
http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0923080.html (19 October 2009). 

12 "Selected Vital Statistics for 2007 and 2003-2007," online: 
http://www.schs.state.nc.us/SCHS/vitalstats/volumel/2007/rowan.html (19 October 
2009). 

13 Ibid. 

http://www.divorcemag.com/statistics/statsUS.shtml
http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0923080.html
http://www.schs.state.nc.us/SCHS/vitalstats/volumel/2007/rowan.html


one man and one woman - are failing and the institution of marriage as a social norm is 

declining in North America. Similar research suggests that trends towards nonmarriage, 

cohabitation, and divorce are practically the same among Christians and non-Christians. 

The role of the local church in this situation is not understood. While there are many 

assumptions about the relationship between the local church and marriage, clearly the 

role of the local church in marriage needs further examination. 

Research Hypothesis 

The hypothesis of this study is that the data collected will provide a better 

understanding of the role of the local church in marriage and enable and empower Neel 

Road Baptist Church to minister more effectively in the area of marriage in such areas as 

preparing, equipping and supporting people in marriage. The data collected will be 

utilized for the purposes of shaping the marriage ministry of Neel Road Baptist Church. 

The study results may also prove useful to other congregations or denominational leaders. 

Research Instruments 

The primary research instrument for this project was a quantitative survey 

(Appendix B). This study utilized a descriptive survey of a ministry situation which is 

one of the Four Models of Applied Research outlined in the course syllabus for D.MIN. 

800.10. The survey was conducted among the members and regular attendees of Neel 

Road Baptist Church in Salisbury, North Carolina. 

The secondary research instrument for this project was a qualitative group 

interview. Interviews were conducted among married couples in the church in order to 

help the researcher learn ways that the church can improve the ministry of marriage for 



the congregation (Appendix B). Couples with varying lengths of marriages were selected 

to provide a comprehensive sample. All participants were given an Informed Consent 

Form. 

The survey portion of the study was originally to be administered on two 

consecutive Sunday mornings in the months of April or May 2009 during the Sunday 

School hour. However, the actual survey was distributed on two consecutive Sundays in 

July during the same scheduled times. The surveys were passed out along with the 

Informed Consent Forms to Sunday School classes. The pastor and the Sunday School 

director supervised the distribution and collection of all forms and surveys. The 

interviews were to originally be conducted at various times and on various days as 

married couples were available to meet during the months of May or June 2009. 

However, the actual interviews occurred during the months of October and November 

2009. The research, both the survey and the interviews, were conducted within the 

context of Neel Road Baptist Church. 

Once the data was collected and formatted, it was presented to the congregation. 

This occurred in a congregational forum on marriage. The purpose of this forum was to 

provide an opportunity for congregants to interact with ideas for addressing issues related 

to the church's marriage ministry. Finally, the data and results were used in a message 

series on marriage in October of 2009. This message series, entitled "I Want A 

Meaningful Marriage," was preached from Sunday, October 4 through Sunday, October 

25. Furthermore, the data and results collected will be referenced for future use to shape 

the guidelines and practices for marriage at Neel Road Baptist Church. 
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About the Research Instruments 

The survey instrument was used to gather various aspects of quantitative data for 

research. The survey contained forty-three questions. Four of these were multiple 

answer questions. The remaining questions were single answer. (See Appendix B.) The 

survey was also designed to accommodate both married and single participants, including 

divorced or widowed persons and those who have never been married. Only adults, age 

eighteen and older, participated in the survey. 

One aspect of the survey was designed demographic data including age, marital 

status, church affiliation, and religious orientation. This information was gathered to 

provide a basis for cross referencing other areas. 

Another aspect of the survey captured the experiential or historical information of 

the participants. This information provided specific data for the researcher including: 

• Whether or not a participant was married in a church 
• How long a participant has been married 
• How many times a participant has been married 
• If they are widowed or divorced 

• Whether or not they received premarital counseling 

A third aspect of the survey measured specific data related to the participants' 

church experiences. Specific questions targeted the participants' church experiences both 

before and during marriage by allowing them to rate their experiences on a scale from not 

helpful to very helpful. Of these four questions, two were related to specific topics such 

as sex, personal finances, parenting, etc., while the other two questions targeted specific 

church ministries such as Sunday School, preaching, Bible studies, etc. 



There were a small number of questions in the survey designed to understand 

some of the doctrinal and ecclesiological positions of participants. The overarching 

purpose of these questions was to gauge both the participants' experiences and the 

church's effectiveness in such areas as preparing, equipping and supporting people in 

marriage. 

The interview portion of the study included four interview questions. These 

questions were designed to encourage couples to open up or share more freely regarding 

their own particular experiences with marriage and the church. The data collected was 

cross-referenced to identify any similarities between generational experiences and views. 



RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH 

Introduction 

In this chapter information from the research instruments will be presented and 

analyzed. The results of the survey will be reported first, followed by a report of the 

interviews. The results of both will be analyzed, cross-referenced, and interpreted. In the 

conclusion special consideration will be made to show how these results relate to the 

purpose and goals of the study. 

Survey Report 

Out of 125 people who regularly attend Sunday School in a church that currently 

averages 145 in worship each week, eighty-one people, or about sixty percent, 

participated in the survey. It is worth noting that about twenty-five people are less than 

eighteen years old and were therefore ineligible to participate in the study. The survey 

instrument was designed to gather various aspects of quantitative data for research 

including 1) demographic, 2) experiential and historical, 3) information related to specific 

church ministries, and 4) doctrinal and ecclesiological information. The results are 

presented in this order. It is worth noting that cross-tabulations were made, but did not 

yield helpful comparisons. One exception where cross-tabulation was found to be useful 

is found in Figure 9. 
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Demographic Information 

Survey participants had to be at least 18 years old to participate in the survey. 

The age demographic of the participants breaks down as follows: 

Figure 1. Age of Survey Participants 

15% 

Thirty-four of the participants were male and forty-seven were female. The marital status 

of participants breaks down as follows: 

• 68-84 

• 56-67 

• 44-55 

• 31-43 

• 18-30 

• n/a 



Figure 2. Marital Status of Participants 
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• Remain in first marriage 

• 2nd or later marriage 

• single/never married 

• Divorced and remain 
unmarried 

H Widowed 

It is worth noting that out of the twenty-five people who have been divorced, nineteen 

have remarried and six remain divorced and unmarried. Seventy-six of the total survey 

participants were members of Neel Road Baptist Church and five were not. Three people 

did not self-identify as Christian. Everyone else claims to be a Christian. 

Sixty-nine people indicated that they grew up in church, meaning that they 

regularly attended church as a child and youth. Eleven people indicated that they did not 

grow up in church. Sixty-two of the participants described their current church 

attendance as frequent and participate in leadership roles in the church. Nineteen people 

indicated that they attend church about three or more Sundays each month, but do not 

serve or hold leadership positions. Out of the total number of participants who indicated 

that they had at one point been married, sixty-one indicated that they were married in a 

church. Eighteen indicated that they were not married in a church. 
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To get an idea of how many people had remarried, participants were asked how 

many total times they have been married. Below are the results: 

Figure 3. Remarriage Among Participants 

5% 

24% 

71% 

• Only married once 

• Married twice 

• Married three or more 
times 

A report released from the US Census Bureau in 2007 showed that in 2004 twelve 

percent of men and thirteen percent of women had married twice while among adults 

twenty-five and older who had ever divorced, fifty-two percent of men and forty-four 

percent of women were currently married.1 The results of this study suggest that the 

marriage rate and the remarriage rate among participants is significantly higher than the 

national average. 

Survey participants were asked to indicate how long they have been married. 

Below are the results: 

"U.S. Census Bureau News," online: http://www.census.gov/Press-
Release/www/releases/archives/marital_status_living_arrangements/010624.html 
(accessed 1 December 2009). 

http://www.census.gov/Press-


Figure 4. Lengths of Marriages 
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6% 

56% 
17% 

• Less than 2 years 

• 3-8 years 

• 9-15 years 

• 16-20 years 

• 21 or more 

Participants were also asked about their age when they were married for the first time. 

Below are the results: 
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Figure 5. Age at First Marriage 

10/ 3% 

• 19 or younger 
• 20-25 
• 26-29 
• 30-35 
• 36 or older 

60% 

To determine the success rate of first marriages, participants were asked how long 

their first marriage lasted. The results are below: 
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Figure 6. Length of First Marriages 

• Still in 1st marriage 

• first marriage lasted less than 
2 years 

• first marriage lasted 2-8 years 

• first marriage lasted 8-15 
years 

• first marriage lasted 9-15 
years 

• first marriage lasted 15-20 
years 

• first marriage lasted 20 years 
or more 

The national average length of first marriages that end in divorce is around eight years. 

This is consistent with the results of this study. Cross-referencing questions on the 

survey reveals that out of the total number of people who have been married more than 

one time, only five of the first marriages ended with the death of the spouse and the 

others, nineteen, ended in divorce. 

One key observation that can be made about the demographic profile of the study 

population is that the overall majority of participants are married or have been married at 

some point. It is also worth noting that the divorce rate for participants, approximately 

thirty-two percent, is significantly lower than it is for the national population. 

2 Ibid. 
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Experiential and Historical Information 

In this section participants were asked a variety of questions to help determine 

their experience and background regarding marriage and church. Participants were asked 

who performed their wedding ceremony for their first marriage. Sixty-seven people 

indicated that a minister did, thirteen indicated that a magistrate or civil authority did. 

This statistic parallels the trend that around seventy-five percent of all weddings take 

place in a church or synagogue.3 The majority of participants indicated that they were 

married in the church where they grew up and that they also were still attending. The 

details regarding where people were married breaks down as follows: 

Figure 7. Relationship to Church Where Married 

-15% 

• Not married in a church 

• Church I grew up in, but did 
not currently attend 

• Church I grew up in and 
currently attended 

• Church I currently attended, 
but did not grow up in 

• Church chosen for 
convenience/location/look 

• Church was chosen by my 
spouse 

26%" 

3 Families.com, "Marriage Fun Facts," online: http://marriage.families.com/blog/ 
marriage-fun-facts (accessed 9 March 2010) 

http://Families.com
http://marriage.families.com/blog/


When asked about their relationship to the minister who performed their wedding 

ceremony the majority of participants, forty, indicated it was conducted by a minister at 

the church where they attended when they were married. It is worth noting that fourteen 

people indicated that they were married by a minister who was referred to them by 

someone else. 

Participants were also asked whether they received premarital counseling or not. 

Forty-three people indicated that they did receive premarital counseling and thirty-six 

indicated that they did not. It is worth noting that only within the oldest age category, 

sixty-eight and older, that the majority of people indicated that they did not receive 

premarital counseling. When asked from whom they received marital counseling, the 

majority of participants, forty-four, indicated that they received it from a minister. Those 

who indicated that they did receive premarital counseling from a minister or otherwise 

were asked to describe its impact or effectiveness. The results are below: 
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Figure 8. Effectiveness of Premarital Counseling 

• Very beneficial 

• Somewhat useful 

• Not helpful 

49% 

Those who did receive premarital counseling were asked to indicate how helpful 

it was in the following areas that are most commonly associated with divorce: 

• Sex 
• Personal finances 
• Commitment 
• Career/employment 
• Communication 
• Handling conflict 
• Parenting 
• Alcohol/substance abuse 

• Choosing a spouse 

In every area except for commitment the vast majority of participants indicated that 

premarital counseling was not helpful. In the area of commitment only twenty-one out of 

forty people indicated that premarital counseling was more helpful than not for them. 

Out of those who did receive premarital counseling only nine indicated that they have 
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either remarried or divorced, while for those who did not receive premarital counseling 

sixteen have either remarried or divorced. The impact of premarital counseling on 

marriages breaks down as follows: 

Figure 9. Marital Status and Premarital Counseling 

This graph indicates those who received premarital counseling have remained in their 

first marriage far longer than those who did not receive premarital counseling. It also 

indicates that the divorce rate is significantly lower for those receiving premarital 

counseling compared with those who did not. 

Finally, participants were asked how their church experience prior to being 

married helped to prepare them for marriage in the following areas: 

• Sex 
• Personal finances 
• Commitment 
• Career/employment 
• Communication 
• Handling conflict 



• Parenting 
• Alcohol/substance abuse 

• Choosing a spouse 

Again, only in the area of commitment did participants indicate that their church 

experience before marriage was helpful. In all of the other categories participants 

indicated that their church experience prior to marriage was not helpful in preparing them 

for marriage. However, in a different question, participants were asked how their church 

experience growing up prepared them for marriage. The majority of participants 

indicated that their church experience growing up was either somewhat helpful or very 

helpful in preparing them for marriage. 

It is worth noting that those who received some type of premarital counseling 

indicated that it was overall unhelpful in the key areas that are related to divorce. It is 

also significant that participants indicated that their pre-marriage church experience did 

not help to prepare them specifically for marriage in the key areas that are related to 

divorce today. This could provide a clear ministry opportunity for churches today. 

Information Related to Specific Church Ministries 

Participants were asked several questions related to specific church ministries. 

They were asked to rate how helpful the following ministries were in helping them to 

prepare for marriage: 

• Sunday school 
• Preaching 
• Worship services 
• Bible studies 
• Youth group 
• College ministry 
• Prayer meeting 
• Retreats 
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• Fellowship 

With the exception of college ministry and prayer meeting the majority of participants 

indicated that these church ministries were helpful to them in preparing for marriage. 

Participants were also asked whether these same ministries have helped them during their 

marriage. Again, with the exception of college ministry and prayer meeting, participants 

indicated that these church ministries have helped their marriage. 

Participants were also asked if they have ever participated in a good or helpful 

Bible study series specifically on marriage. The majority of participants, fifty-four, 

indicated that they had not. When asked if they had ever heard a good sermon or sermon 

series in a local church specifically on marriage, fifty people indicated yes and thirty-one 

indicated no. However, when asked how many total sermons they recall hearing 

specifically about marriage in their lifetime, the majority, forty-five people, indicated 

they had only heard five or less. 

Participants were asked if they had ever received marital counseling by a minister 

at any point in their marriage. Fourteen people indicated that they had received 

counseling and sixty-four indicated that they had not. When asked how comfortable they 

would feel speaking to a minister in their local church about their marriage or marital 

problems, the majority of participants indicated that they felt either somewhat or very 

comfortable speaking with a minister in their church. However, when asked how 

regularly they speak with other people in the church about their marriage, the majority of 

participants indicated that they either never or only occasionally speak with others about 

their marriage. No one indicated that they speak with others about their marriage 



frequently. When asked how comfortable they would be discussing their marriage with 

other people in church in a one-on-one or small group setting, participants responded as 

follows: 

Figure 10. Likelihood of Discussing Marriage One-on-One or in a Small Group 

34% 

• Not comfortable 

• Somewhat comfortable 

• Very comfortable 

Participants were also asked if they thought it would be useful for the church to have a 

referral resource of qualified counselors available for members. The majority indicated 

that they thought this would be useful for members of the congregation. 

Participants were asked to choose from the following list of opportunities which 

they felt would be most helpful for strengthening the marriages of members in our 

congregation today: 

• Marriage retreats 
• Sermons on marriage 
• Small group Bible studies on marriage 
• A marriage enrichment group 



The majority of participants indicated that a small group Bible study would be most 

helpful. The results are below: 

Figure 11. Opportunities for Strengthening Marriage 

• Marriage retrests 

• Sermons on marriage 

• Small group Bible 
studies on marriage 

DA marriage enrichment 
group 

Finally, participants were asked how well they think our church prepares children 

and youth for marriage today. The overall response was that the church does not do very 

well preparing children and youth for marriage. This area could present another ministry 

opportunity for Neel Road and an opportunity for further study. 

Doctrinal and Ecclesiological Information 

Participants were asked several questions to determine their doctrinal and 

ecclesiological views of marriage. They were asked to choose which best describes their 

understanding of marriage from the following categories: 

• Sacrament 
• Contract 
• Covenant 



• Partnership 
• Legal Agreement 

• I don't know 

Thirty-four participants indicated that they understood marriage to be a partnership and 

thirty-three indicated they understood marriage to be a covenant. The total results are as 

follows: 

Figure 12. Perspectives on Marriage 

2% 1% 

• Sacrament 

• Contract 

• Covenant 

• Partnership 

• Legal Agreement 

• l don't know 

The results may suggest either that there are diverse understandings of marriage due to 

the ecumenical backgrounds of participants or that there does not seem to be a consensus 

or clear doctrinal understanding of marriage. 

Participants were also asked if they thought a minister should have the authority 

to refuse to marry a couple if he or she did not feel that they are ready to be married. An 

overwhelming majority, seventy-three people, indicated yes. Participants were asked if 

they feel that churches spend a sufficient amount of time and resources teaching and 
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discussing marriage. The majority of participants, fifty-nine people, indicated that they 

do not feel that churches spend enough time and resources on this. When asked how well 

they know the positions and teachings of the Bible on marriage, participants responded as 

follows: 

Figure 13. How Well Participants Understand Teachings 
and Positions of Bible on Marriage 

6% 

42% 

• Poorly/not at al 

• Not very well 

• Somewhat 

• Very well 

When asked the same question regarding the teachings and positions of their church on 

marriage, responses are less affirming. Below are the results: 



Figure 14. How Well Participants Understand Teachings 
and Positions of Church on Marriage 

• Poorly/not at all 

• Not very well 

• Somewhat 

• Very well 

44% 

When asked how well they thought our church does in communicating our positions and 

teachings on marriage to members or attendees of our church, the majority of people, 

forty-nine, indicated that our church does a fair or good job. However, when asked how 

well they think churches do communicating their beliefs and positions on marriage to 

their communities today, most people, forty-seven, indicated not very well, twenty-nine 

people indicated okay, and only three indicated very well. 

These responses indicate that while individuals may have their own theological 

understandings or views of marriage, the church as a body either does not or it has not 

been communicated very well. 

Interview Report 

Interviews were conducted with members of Neel Road Baptist Church in 

October and November 2009. They were originally scheduled to take place during the 
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late summer of 2009. Six couples from different age groups participated in the 

interviews. The average length of marriage for all five couples is 29.6 years. 

Participants were asked a series of four questions: 

1. Why do you think so many marriages fail today? 
2. As a couple, how has the church impacted your marriage if in any way? 
3. What role did a local church or a minister play in your decision to get married? 
4. What do you think our church could do to minister more effectively in the area of 

marriage? 

This section will outline the different responses given to these questions as well as 

compare the responses with the survey results where it is applicable. 

Many of the interviewees answered Question One with similar answers. The 

general consensus among interviewees about why so many marriages fail today is that so 

many couples jump into marriage too quickly without really thinking it through and have 

a low sense of understanding about and commitment to marriage to begin with. Some 

interviewees also indicated that they do not believe that couples have good examples or 

role models of what marriage is about and that the cultural media influences offer a 

romanticized vision of marriage that is unrealistic. One person also suggested that young 

couples no longer listen to the input of their families, friends, or the church regarding 

their decision to marry and often do not spend enough time dating and getting to know 

the other person. These responses are similar to those in the survey that indicate that 

churches do not do enough to help children and youth prepare for marriage. 

The consensus among interviewees for Question Two is that the church has had a 

positive influence on their marriages. Couples indicated that the church provides support, 

opportunities to fellowship with other Christian couples, and serves as a positive 



reminder of their commitment to God and marriage. However, none of the couples 

indicated that any specific church ministry or event had shaped or impacted their 

marriage. Also, all of the couples indicated that the church had, in some way or another, 

had a positive influence on their marriage. No one indicated that the church had harmed 

or had a negative impact on their marriage. 

This is somewhat different from the answers given about specific church 

ministries in the survey. It suggests that although most people feel that churches fail to 

offer concrete guidance or teaching about specific marriage related issues, just being in 

church or being a part of a church family is beneficial to marriages. 

Question Three also received similar responses from interviewees. All of the 

interviewees indicated that neither a local church nor a minister had played any role in 

their decision to get married. All of the couples indicated that they decided to get 

married on their own and then contacted a minister to marry them. Several couples 

indicated that once they decided to get married they actually had to go out and find a 

minister who would marry them. In the survey participants were asked if they felt a 

minister should have the right to refuse to marry a couple if he/she felt they were not 

prepared. However, the overall response to Question Three indicates that ministers 

actually have very little authority or influence over marriage to begin with. 

Couples also answered Question Four similarly. Most couples felt that offering 

sermons on marriage or special Bible studies or topical small group studies about 

marriage would benefit married couples. The consensus of interviewees was that any 

type of discipleship opportunities that would allow couples in the congregation to reflect 



on the meaning of marriage and the practical aspects of their marriage would be helpful. 

A couple of interviewees also expressed a concern for teaching children and youth about 

marriage. One interviewee suggested that ministers should carefully consider who we 

marry and "stop the trend of marrying anybody." 

Conclusion 

Several conclusions can be drawn from this study regarding the church's 

marriage practices as well as the effectiveness of the church's ministries as they relate to 

marriage. This section will focus primarily on the areas related specifically to the 

purpose and the goals of the study. As stated in Chapter One: 

The purpose of this project is to advance the study of marriage by offering a better 
understanding of what role or roles the local church has played in the decline of 
marriage. Specifically the study will serve to gauge the effectiveness of the 
ministries relating to marriage and identify opportunities to improve the overall 
marriage ministry for Neel Road Baptist Church. There are two primary goals for 
this study: 1) To determine how the local church has impacted the marriages of 
members and attendees of Neel Road Baptist Church. 2) To determine the 
effectiveness of the ministries of Neel Road Baptist Church related to marriage 
primarily in the areas of marriage education, pre-marriage preparation, and 
marriage support and enrichment. 

The first conclusion that can be made is regarding the demographic of the survey 

population. The overall majority of survey participants could be classified as traditional, 

life-long, churched people. Most of them grew up in church or have been involved in a 

local church for most of their lives. This is significant because it means that the sample 

population provides a good insight into what local churches have done over the past 

several decades and what types of marriage-related experiences, teaching, preparation, 

support, etc., people have had in local churches. 



Secondly, the study suggests that while most people view their overall experience 

with church as positive or healthy, they do not feel that the church offers concrete and 

tangible training and resources about specific issues related to marriage. Stated 

differently, the survey results seem to suggest that local churches may not be addressing 

the key areas that are most commonly associated with divorce and that impact marriages 

the most. 

We can also conclude that there is a correlation between premarital counseling 

and a lasting first marriage. People who receive premarital counseling in one form or 

another are much more likely stay in their first marriage than those who do not. Every 

local church should consider making premarital counseling mandatory for couples who 

want to get married. 

Fourthly, pastors and leaders in local churches should consider developing 

counseling referral resources or services for their congregations. This could provide 

professional, anonymous support for couples whose marriages may be in trouble. 

Finally, the evidence suggests that one of the greatest opportunities that local 

churches have to improve their ministries as they relate to marriage is with children and 

youth. The survey results indicate that most people do not think churches do enough in 

this area. 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

Today local churches in North America bear the burden of defining marriage as a 

Christian institution and face the mighty challenge of combating the Western trend 

towards nonmarriage. As discussed in previous chapters, the causes of this trend are 

many and complex. Research suggests that cultural, financial, societal, and other 

influences have not only impacted the attitude of the American population towards 

marriage, but that they have also negatively impacted Christians and church leaders. In 

fact, it was suggested in Chapter One that some ministers have chosen to respond to these 

negative influences by simply giving up on marriage and refocusing their time, effort, 

and resources in other areas. 

However, this study indicates that there is good news about the role that ministers 

and local churches can play in marriage. Specifically, it suggests that local churches and 

the ministers who lead them have an opportunity today, perhaps more than ever before, to 

influence congregants and potentially change the attitudes of people in their communities 

about marriage. The study suggests that it is time for Neel Road Baptist Church, and 

other local churches across America, to reevaluate and reform their ministries that could 

potentially impact marriage the most. 

I suggest that this process of reevaluation and reform must begin with the 

recognition that marriage is a community institution and that, for Christians, that 
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community is the local church. This means confronting the privatized view of marriage, 

so prominent in our culture today, with God's purposes of marriage within the context of 

Christian community. Although the Bible does not teach that marriage is foundational or 

even necessary for participation in the Christian community, marriage is affirmed 

throughout the Scriptures as an institution created by God and for the people of God's 

community, the Church. In order for local churches and their leaders to confront the 

negative influences and trends impacting marriage today we must once again look to the 

Scriptures and to the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and reclaim God's purposes of marriage 

for believers and the Church. 

The purpose of the project was to advance the study of marriage by offering a 

better understanding of what role the local church has played in the decline of marriage, 

specifically concerning the effectiveness of ministries related to marriage at Neel Road 

Baptist Church. This chapter provides the conclusions of this study and confirms that the 

study methods that were employed have, in fact, provided great insights for 

understanding what role Neel Road Baptist Church and other local churches have played 

in years past and how we can positively impact marriage in the future. Specifically, this 

chapter will offer a summary of general conclusions, shortcomings of the study, key 

takeaways, concrete ministry applications for Neel Road Baptist Church, and 

opportunities for further research. 

General Conclusions 

The most significant conclusion that can be drawn from the study is this: By 

addressing the shortcomings of the ministries at Neel Road Baptist Church that could 
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potentially impact marriage the most, we have a great opportunity to better prepare men 

and women who are interested in marriage, offer support to couples who are already 

married, and strengthen the institution of marriage among the members of our church and 

those in our community today. There are several general conclusions that can be made 

from the study. 

First, the sample population of the study is a good representation of the adult 

population in the church. Eighty-one people out of an approximate 105 adults who 

regularly attend Sunday School participated in the study. One may also conclude that the 

sample population, who could be classified as traditional, lifelong, churched people, 

provides good insights into the practices and ministries related to marriage of our church 

and others that they have attended over the past several decades. However, the sample 

population consists primarily of people age fifty-six and older. Although this is an 

accurate reflection of the demographic profile of the congregation, the results are biased 

towards an older population. 

A second conclusion is that most people view their church experience as healthy 

or beneficial for marriage. Similarly, the study indicated that the majority of participants 

were married in a local church by a minister. This confirms the findings of other studies 

that suggest that the majority of the American population is still married by a minister in 

a local church. This suggests that churches and ministers could have an opportunity to 

play a vital role in addressing key marriage issues with couples before they are married. 

It also suggests that churches and ministers have an opportunity to strengthen marriages 

and marriage as an institution. 



The results of the survey seem to suggest that marriage has not been a primary 

topic for preaching at Neel Road or in other churches previously attended by survey 

participants. Most participants recalled hearing only five or fewer sermons on marriage 

in their lifetimes. This presents a clear opportunity to emphasize marriage more 

frequently from the pulpit. 

Finally, Neel Road Baptist Church, and probably other churches, has an 

opportunity today to clarify our positions on marriage and to offer teaching and 

discipleship opportunities related to marriage. The results indicated a diversity of views 

on marriage among survey participants. This may mean that many individuals today hold 

a privatized view of marriage, that there is simply a lack of theological understanding 

about Christian marriage, or both. 

Shortcomings of the Study 

Although this study provides many useful insights into the ministry and practice 

of marriage at Neel Road, there are a few shortcomings of this study. For one, the sample 

population is weighed heavily towards people fifty-six and older and only four 

participants were between eighteen and thirty years of age. While this is an accurate 

reflection of the members and attendees of Neel Road Baptist Church, it does not provide 

measurable data for the younger generations. 

One of the goals of the study was also to determine the theological understanding 

or awareness of participants regarding marriage. Although there was one specific 

question in the survey about this it does not provide conclusive data. More questions on 

this topic would have been helpful. While this question revealed that there are diverse 



understandings of marriage among participants, any in-depth theological positions on 

marriage are unable to be determined. 

Another shortcoming of the study relates to measuring the questions about 

premarital counseling. Although there is conclusive data suggesting that premarital 

counseling plays a significant role in healthy marriages, specific information about what 

kind of premarital counseling participants received, whether a premarital program was 

used or not, and from whom premarital counseling was received, is inconclusive. 

Finally, there were no questions about cohabitation. It would be helpful to know 

how many participants lived together before they were married. This data could also be 

cross referenced with other categories, such as premarital counseling or divorce, in order 

to identify trends related to cohabitation. 

Key Conclusions 

The most significant conclusion that can be drawn from the study is that by 

addressing the shortcomings of the ministries associated with marriage at Neel Road 

Baptist Church, we have a great opportunity to educate children and youth about 

marriage, better prepare people who may one day consider marriage, support those who 

are currently married, and strengthen the institution of marriage. Below are several key 

takeaways from this study supporting this conclusion. 

First, the results of the study indicate that there is a correlation between premarital 

counseling and the success of first marriages. Seventy-six percent of those who received 

premarital counseling - of any kind - are still in their first marriage. For those who did 

not receive premarital counseling only forty-six percent remain in their first marriage. 
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The divorce rate is also lower among those who received premarital counseling compared 

with those who did not. These results indicated that first marriages are more likely to last 

when couples receive premarital counseling. 

Second, based on their experience at Neel Road and with previous local churches 

that they attended, survey participants indicated that the majority of church ministries that 

they have experienced or been involved in such as Sunday School, Youth Group, etc. 

have not been helpful or beneficial in addressing concrete issues concerning marriage. 

This finding clearly suggests that we, and other churches, must evaluate all of the 

ministries, as well as the teaching and discipleship methods of the church, in order to 

determine how we can best address these types of issues in a more concrete and practical 

way. 

Third, the results indicate a need to address marriage more frequently and more 

profoundly from the pulpit. The majority of survey participants recalled hearing only 

five or fewer sermons on marriage. Messages focusing on marriage should address both 

theological and practical aspects of marriage. 

The study also suggests that there is a need for more teaching and discipleship 

opportunities for engaged and married couples. Small group Bible studies, marriage 

retreats, and mentoring are all possibilities. 

Fifth, because a high percentage of Americans are married by a minister in a 

church, ministers have the opportunity to better prepare and to address key issues related 

to marriage with couples before they are married. One can also conclude from the results 



that local churches have not spent a sufficient amount of time or resources teaching 

children or youth about marriage. 

Sixth, the percentage of first marriages that are still intact among the sample 

population is higher than the national average for first time marriages. This confirms, as 

other studies have found, that married couples who attend church are more likely to stay 

married and less likely to divorce. It also suggests that this percentage could improve if 

we and other churches are willing to evaluate the effectiveness of our ministries and 

ministry practices related to marriage. 

A final conclusion relates to pastoral authority and leadership. Ninety percent of 

survey participants felt that a minister should have the authority to refuse to marry a 

couple if he or she believes the couple is not ready for marriage. This suggests that both 

couples and congregations may look to their pastor or ministry staff for both practical 

support and theological leadership when it comes to teaching congregations about 

marriage, developing marriage policies and requirements, and preparing couples for 

marriage. 

Ministry Application 

There are a number of specific ministry application opportunities for Neel Road 

Baptist Church to consider. As stated earlier, any remedial or enrichment strategies 

implemented concerning marriage should have a clear understanding of the problems and 

challenges associated with marriage today. Based on the results of this study I will 

propose that we consider and implement the following ministry applications: 
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The first recommendation is that the pastor and deacons develop a document 

consisting of the guidelines, requirements, and best practices for marriage for members of 

Neel Road Baptist Church that we believe best represents our mission and purpose. This 

document should include the following: A definition of Christian marriage, eligibility 

requirements for marriage, church membership and attendance expectations. This 

document should also clarify the congregation's role and responsibility in supporting 

married couples in our church and may also need to clarify our church's position on 

divorce. 

The second recommendation is that we develop a premarital counseling plan for 

all couples seeking marriage at Neel Road Baptist Church. I recommend that this plan 

include a waiting period of six months for couples. Other considerations include: church 

membership, church attendance and participation, using the Prepare-Enrich premarital 

counseling program, and requiring a credit report. 

I also recommend that we develop specific, age appropriate programs and 

teaching experiences about marriage for children and youth. These opportunities should 

be implemented annually. I recommend that they be led by our Minister of Students and 

Families and the pastor. 

A fourth recommendation is that we partner with other local churches to sponsor a 

community marriage policy such as the one available through Marriage Savers. This 

would create a greater opportunity for Neel Road Baptist Church and other local churches 

in the area to change the attitudes of people in our community about marriage and to 

better prepare couples seeking marriage. 



I believe it will also benefit our congregation, and potentially people in our 

community who may visit our church, to schedule an annual message series on marriage 

each year. One of the best ways to influence congregants is from the pulpit. Messages 

should focus on both theological and practical concerns of marriage. Particular attention 

should be given to the issues most commonly associated with divorce today. 

Another recommendation is that we plan an annual retreat or workshop for 

married couples. I suggest that we develop a team responsible for planning and leading 

this opportunity. Also, couples should be encouraged to use this as an outreach 

opportunity to other couples in the community. 

A seventh recommendation is that we incorporate at least one study about 

marriage into our regular Sunday evening discipleship schedule annually. This study 

could be either lay- or staff-led. Couples should be encouraged to participate and invite 

friends from the community. 

Another recommendation is that we provide a counseling resource pack for 

couples whose marriages may be troubled. This packet of information will consist of 

local counseling agencies, online resources, books, and other related information to help 

couples address specific marriage problems. This resource should be made available in a 

way that members can review it with some sense of privacy. 

I estimate that it could take up to two years to implement all of these 

recommendations. Once these are implemented the results may not be immediate. These 

ministry applications should be measured annually to determine their effectiveness and to 

make any changes or improvements that are necessary. 



Further Study 

In addition to the specific ministry applications for Neel Road Baptist Church 

and potentially other local churches, it is evident that further research in this area would 

benefit both local churches and this field of study. The first opportunity for further study 

relates to measuring the effectiveness of specific church ministries and marriage. Many 

churches provide premarital counseling or other types of ministries to equip or to support 

people in marriage. The results of this study suggest that the majority of the ministries at 

Neel Road Baptist Church are not helpful or effective in this area. It would be very 

helpful to conduct a study that would determine which marriage-related ministries being 

offered by other churches are most effective. 

Another study that would benefit local churches, denominations, and this 

particular field of study would be to compare marriage and divorce trends between 

churches that have marriage policies or guidelines and those that do not. This may help 

to determine what types of policies or requirements for marriage are most beneficial. 

Finally, it would be beneficial for churches to know what specific issues most 

commonly associated with divorce are impacting marriages the most. A simple survey 

could be created to help ministers and church leaders identify what areas they need to 

address within their congregations. Ministers could use this information to shape 

sermons and provide discipleship opportunities for congregants. 



Appendix A 

Iffl! 
McAfee School of Theology 

Mercer University 
3001 Mercer University Drive 

Atlanta, Georgia 30341 

Informed Consent 

THE INSTITUTION OF MARRIAGE AND THE ROLE OF THE LOCAL 
CHURCH: A STUDY AT NEEL ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH IN SALISBURY, 

NORTH CAROLINA 

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before y o u 
consent to volunteer, it is important that you read the fol lowing 
information in order to make sure that you understand what you will 
be asked to do. 

Investigators : 
The investigator for this research study is Neil P. Westbrook. He serves as the 
Senior Pastor of Neel Road Baptist Church in Salisbury, North Carolina. This 
research is to fulfill a Doctorate of Ministry degree from McAfee School of 
Theology at Mercer University in Atlanta, Georgia. 

Purpose of Research: 
This research study is designed to collect data which will draw conclusions and 
form determinations about the role of the local church and the institution of 
marriage. This data will be used to complete the Investigator's research project 
for the Doctor of Ministry degree. 

Your participation will take approximately 30 minutes. 
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Potential Risks or Discomforts: 
Some of the questions may cause you some discomfort. Please be assured no 
effort will be made to use your answers to identify you. 

Confidentiality and Data Storage: 
All information obtained will be held in strict confidentiality. The results of this 
study may be published but your information such as your name and other 
demographic information will not be revealed. The results of this study will be 
kept in a secure location for 3 years. 

Participation and Withdrawal: 
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. As a research subject you 
may refuse to participate at anytime. To withdraw, simply do not turn in a 
survey. 

Quest ions about the Research: 
If you have any questions about the research please contact Neil Westbrook at 
704.640.2821. 

This research project has been reviewed and approved by the Institutional 
Review Board of Mercer University. 

Signature of Subject Date 



Appendix B 

Local Church and Marriage Survey 

Instructions 

• First, please be sure you sign a Informed Consent Form before taking this survey. 
• This survey is about the role of the church and the institution of marriage. For the survey, 

marriage will mean a legal and/or religiously binding long-term, monogamous relationship 
between one man and one woman. 

• Participants of this survey will remain anonymous and confidential. PLEASE DO NOT WRITE 
YOUR NAME ON THE SURVEY. 

• Please answer every question on the survey in order. Please answer each question honestly and 
truthfully. 

• Each adult should complete only one survey and return it with the Informed Consent Form and 
turn it in when you are finished. 

• Please do not talk while you are taking the survey. 
• Please read all possible answers to each question before you mark your answer. 
• Please indicate your answers by placing an X by the appropriate answer or by circling your 

answer where indicated. For example: (b)My answer (5& OR 1 2 3 4 (where 
3 is your answer) 

1. Indicate your age by checking the box when you were born: 
(a)i925-i94i 0)1942-1953 (0)1954-1965 (d)i966-i978. 
(6)1979-1990 

2. Indicate your sex: (a)Male (b)Female 

3. Which best describes your current marital status: 
(a)Married-This is my first marriage 
(b)Married-2nd, 3 r d or later marriage 
(c)Single, never married 
(d) Legally married, but separated 

4. Are you a member of Neel Road Baptist Church? 
(a)Yes (b)No 

5. How long have you been a Christian (baptized)? 
(a) I am not a Christian (d) Between 11 and 20 years. 
(b)Less than 1 year (e)Between 21 and 30 years 
(c)Between 2 and 10 years (f)30 years or more 

(e) Divorced 
(f) Widowed 
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6. Did you grow up in church (attend church regularly as a child and youth)? 
(a) Yes (b) No 

7. Which best describes your attendance/participation at Neel Road Baptist 
Church? 
(a) Attend frequently/Serve on committees and/or other leadership roles 
(b) I attend church about 3 or more Sundays each month 
(c) I don't attend very often/I occasionally come to worship 

If you have never b e e n married p lease skip to quest ion # 3 1 . 

8. Were you married in a church? 
(a)Yes (b)No 

9. How many total times have you been married? 
(a)Once 
(b)Twice 
(c)Three or more times 

10. How long have you been married? 
(a)Less than 2 years (d)Between 16 and 20 years 
(b)Between 3 and 8 years (e)2i years or more 
(c)Between 9 and 15 years 

11. Please indicate your age at the time when you were married. (Your first 
marriage if you have been married more than once.) 
(a)i9 or younger (b)20-25 (0)26-29 (d)30-35 
(e)36+ 

12. If you have been married more than once, how long did your first marriage 
last? 
(a) I have only been married once 
(b)Less than 2 years (e)Between 15 and 20 years 
(c)Between 2 and 8 years (1)20 years or more 
(d) Between 8 and 15 years 

13. If you have been married more than once, what best describes how your first 
marriage ended? 
a Divorce (legal) b Death of Spouse 

14. How well did your church experience before marriage prepare you for 
marriage? 
(a) Not at all (b) Somewhat helpful (c) Very helpful 
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15- Did you receive premarital counseling before you married? 
(a) Yes (b) No 

16. From whom did you receive premarital counseling before you were married? 
a A minister 
b A family member 
c A professional other than a minister 
d Did not receive premarital counseling 

17. On a scale of 1 - 4, with 1 being not helpful at all and 4 being very helpful, how 
well did your pre-marriage church experience prepare you for marriage in 
these following areas? (Circle the number of your answer. Ifyoudidnot 
attend church before you were married, please do not mark anything) 

a. Sex 
b. Personal Finances 
c. Commitment 
d. Career/Employment 
e. Communication 
f. Handling conflict 
g. Parenting 
h. Alcohol/Substance 

Abuse 
i. Choosing a Spouse 

not helpful 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 

helpful 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 

very 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 

18. If you did receive premarital counseling, how beneficial was it for your 
marriage? 
a Very beneficial 
b Somewhat useful 
c Not helpful or beneficial at all 
d I did not receive premarital counseling 

19. On a scale of 1 - 4, with 1 being not helpful at all and 4 being very helpful, 
please indicate how well pre-marital counseling helped you in the following 
areas. (Circle the number of your answer. If you did not receive any form of 
pre-marital counseling from a minister or otherwise, please do not mark 
anything) 

a. Sex 

not helpful very 
helpful 

1 2 3 4 
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b. Personal Finances 
c. Commitment 
d. Career/Employment 
e. Communication 
f. Handling conflict 
g. Parenting 
h. Alcohol/Substance 

Abuse 
i. Choosing a Spouse 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

20. Who performed the wedding ceremony for your first marriage? 
a Minister 
b Magistrate or Civil Authority 
c Other 

21. Which best describes how your church experience growing up prepared you 
for marriage? 
a Very helpful 
b Somewhat helpful 
c Not helpful at all 
d I did not grow up in church 
e Not sure 

22. If a minister performed your wedding ceremony (for your first marriage), 
which best describes his/her position and your relationship to him/her? 
a Minister at the church I attended when I got married 
b Minister I knew from growing up/past 
c Minister referred to me by someone else 
d Military Chaplain when I was in military 
e Minister who was a personal friend 
f I was not married by a minister 

23. Which best describes the church where you were married? 
a I was not married in a church 
b The church I grew up in, but did not attend at that time 
c The church I grew up in and attended at that time 
d The church I attended at that time, but did not grow up in 
e A church chosen for convenience/location/looks of sanctuary 
f The church was chosen by my spouse 

24. Which best describes your understanding of marriage? 
a Sacrament 
b Contract 
c Covenant 
d Partnership 
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e Legal Agreement 
f I don't know 

25.1 feel that my church experiences have: 
a Not made any difference in my marriage 
b Helped my marriage tremendously 
c Neither helped nor harmed my marriage in any way 

26. To what degree do you feel the following ministries helped you to prepare for 
marriage? (Leave blank any that you did not participate in or experience in a 
church setting before marriage.) 

a. Sunday School 
b. Preaching 
c. Worship 
Services 
d. Bible Studies 
e. Youth Group 
f. College Ministry 
g. Prayer Meeting 
h. Retreats 
i. Fellowship 

not helpful 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

helpful 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

very 

4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

27. To what degree do you feel the following ministries have helped your marriage 
as you have experienced them since you've been married? (Leave blank any 
that you have not participated in since you have been married.) 

a. Sunday 
School 
b. Preaching 
c. Worship 
Services 
d. Bible 
Studies 
e. Youth 
Group 
f. College 
Ministry 
g. Prayer 
Meeting 
h. Marriage 

not helpful 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

very helpful 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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Retreat 
i. Fellowship 1 2 3 4 

28. Have you ever received marital counseling by a minister at any point in your 
marriage? 
a Yes b No 

29. How comfortable do you feel speaking to a minister in your local church about 
your marriage or marital problems? 
a Not comfortable b Somewhat c Very comfortable 

30. How regularly do you talk with other people in the church about your 
marriage? 
a Never b Occassionally c Very frequently 

31. Do you think it would be useful for our church to have a referral resource of 
qualified counselors available for members? 
a Yes b No 

Please answer all of the questions below whether you are married or 
not. 

32. Should a minister have the authority to refuse to marry a couple if he/she 
feels that they are not ready to be married? 
(a)Yes (b)No 

33. Based on your overall church experience, do you feel that churches spend a 
sufficient amount of time and resources teaching and discussing marriage? 
a Generally no b Adequate c Very much 

34. How well would you say you know the positions and teachings of the Bible 
regarding marriage? 
a Poorly/not at all b Not very well c Somewhat d Very 
well 

35. How well do you know the positions and teachings of your church regarding 
marriage? 
(a)Not very well (b)Somewhat (c)Very well 

36. How well do you think our church does at communicating our positions and 
beliefs on marriage to members or attendees? 
(a) Not very well (b)Fair (c)Very well 

37. Have you ever participated in a good/helpful Bible study series specifically on 
marriage? 
(a)Yes (b)No 



38. If yes, was this in a local church? 
(a)Yes (b)No 

39. Have you ever heard a good sermon or sermon series in a local church 
specifically on marriage? 
(a)Yes (b)No 

40. How well do you think our church prepares children/youth for marriage 
today? 
(a)Not very well (b)Fair/Okay (c)Excellent 

41. How comfortable would you be discussing your marriage with other people in 
church in a one-on-one or small group setting? 
a Not comfortable at all b Somewhat c Very comfortable 

42. How many total sermons do you recall hearing specifically about marriage in 
your lifetime? 
(a) Between 1 and 5 
(b)6-io 
(c ) l l -20 
(d)More than 20 

43. Which of the following do you think would be most helpful for strengthening 
the marriages of members in our congregation today? (Please choose only 
one.) 
(a) Marriage retreats 
(b) Sermons on marriage 
(c)Small group Bible studies on marriage 

44. How well do you think churches do at communicating their beliefs or 
positions on marriage to their communities today? 
a Not very well 
b Okay 
c Very well 



Appendix C 

Interview Questions 

1. Why do you think so many marriages fail today? 

2. As a couple, how has the church impacted your marriage if in any way? 

3. What role did a local church or a minister play in your decision to get 
married? 

4. What do you think our church could do to minister more effectively in the 
area of marriage? 
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